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S T A T E M E N T

BY

THE PRESIDENT^ OF THE UNITED NATIONS COUNCIL

FOR NAMIBIA, H. E, MR, PAUL J.F. LUSAKA, ON

THE OPENING DAY OF THE WEEK OF SOLIDARITY

WITH THE PEOPLE OF NAMIBIA^ 26 OCTOBER,

1981 ".

NEW YORK, N.Y.

26 OCTOBER, 1981



1. Tomorrow is the opening day of the week of

SoLLidarity with the people of Namibia. That day

serr̂ es as a concrete reminder of the duties and

obliigations of the International Community to perform

itss responsibilities towards the people of Namibia.

Sucrn responsibility has long been recognized by the

Ger^sral Assembly, by the Security Council, by Inter-

national Court of Justice and indeed by mankind as a

whccle, as one which calls for positive action on the

of Governments and International Organisations.

2_ The existence of an International duty or

obligation compelling all of us to exercise certain

responsibilities in respect of Namibia is not based

on fancy or whim. Rather, it is based ion- wen. -considered

and fundamental decisions of the General Assembly, of the

Security Council and of the International Court of Justice

within the framework of the Charter of the United Nations.

These decisions are very clear to all of us.

3. The first of these decisions is General Assembly

Resolution 2145 CXXI) of 27 October, 1966, in accordance

with which the General Assembly noted that South Africa,

by its own actions in breach of the obligations imposed

upon it by the League of Nations, had in fact disavowed



the mandate, and declared the mandate to be terminated.
ft

4. Tomorrow (as has been noted by other speakers) it

will also be our unfortunate duty to commemmorate, if

that can be the word, the Fifteenth Anniversary of

Resolution 2145. This Anniversary is a sad memorial to

the fact that, with some enhanced political will on the

part of some of its members, the United Nations could

have solved the problem of Namibia long ago. The failure

to implement Resolution 2145 has also led to a certain

appearance of weakness in our organisation as a whole.

It is doubly sad to note that those members who, by their

own actions, could have remedied the situation in Namibia,

are in the lead among those who comment upon and even

criticise the apparent weaknesses of our organisation.

5. In the early stages after its adoption, attempts

were made to cast dust on the validity of Resolution

2145. It was alleged that the General Assembly had

acted Ultra Vires. These doubts were laid to rest by

the International Court of Justice in its advisory

opinion of 21 June, 1971, when it stated that the General

Assembly is not debarred "from adopting in specific cases

within the framework of its competence, resolutions which

make determinations or have operative design". With the



passage of time, condemnation of South Africa's

presence in Namibia became universal. Indeed, we

have reached the stage where all states, with the

exception of South Africa itself, agree that South

Africa's presence in Namibia is illegal.

6. Resolution 2145 was followed by Resolution

224-8 (S-V) of 19 May, 1967, which established the United

Nations Council for Namibia as the legal administering

authority for Namibia, with the task of administering

Namibia and bringing the country to independence.

7. Resolutions 2245 and 2248 were followed by many

other Resolutions of the General Assembly, calling for
-•<

action on the question of Namibia and condemning those

interests which were profiting by the existing situation.

8. Similarly, numerous Security Council Resolutions

reaffirmed that Namibia was a United Nations responsibili-

ty. This was done by Resolution 245 in 1968. In its

Resolution 264 in 1969, the Security Council condemned

South Africa's refusal to comply with General Assembly

Resolutions 2145 CXXI] and 2248 CS-V). The duty imposed

on the International Community to take action was spelled

out in Security Council Resolution 276 of 1970 as well as



in its Resolution 283 of 1970 which called upon all

Member States of the United Nations to prevent the

continuation of South Africa's illegal presence in

Namibia by means of a series of measures. The positive

duty to take action in Namibia was further imposed by the

Security Council in its Resolution 301 of 1971, by which

it supported the advisory opinion of the International

Court of Justice of 21 June, 1971, and the expression of

obligations contained therein.

9. The International Court of Justice also stressed,

in its advisory opinion, the importance of protecting

the rights of peoples and territories such as Namibia by

means of United Nations action. It stated that no such

rights of the peoples in such cases could effectively

be guarded without international supervision, and stated

further that the right and authority of the United
\

Nations to supervise the administration of Namibia was

based on the provisions of the United Nations Charter.

The International Court of Justice stated further in its

advisory opinion that member states of the United Nations

were not free to disregard South Africa's illegality

in Namibia. When confronted with an internationally

unlawful situation which, the Security Council had



declared to be illegal, members of the international

community were expected to act.

10. The obligation to maintain and strengthen continu-

ing solidarity with the struggling people of Namibia

is, therefore, both moral and legal. Any member of the

international community who knowingly disregards or

breaches this obligation is quite clearly a party to,

and an accomplice in the act of illegal occupation

perpetrated by the racist regime of South Africa in

Namibia.

11. Once the United Nations accepted total responsibi-

lity over Namibia in an effort to remove the illegal

occupation and its consequent brutal repression of the

Namibian people by the racist South African regime in

the territory, the members of the United Nations incurred

an additional duty to advance the pace of freedom and

independence in a United Namibia in the most expeditious

manner possible.

12. Events of the twelve months since we last commemo-

rated the week of Solidarity with the people of Namibia

continue to show a further deterioration in the situation

in and around Namibia. Illegality in the territory

continues to be entrenched by the racist regime of



Pretoria through its massive build-up of military forces

there. The brutal treatment of the Namibian people

continues unabated as does the racist regimes' acts of

aggression against the independent African neighbouring

countries especially some of the Frontline States.

What is even more disquieting is the latest series of

manoeuvres of certain western powerful members of the

United Nations to lend economic and diplomatic support

to a racist regime which continues to flout the

Resolutions of the United Nations, notably Security

Council Resolution 435 C1978).
-v

13. It is, therefore, not surprising that South

Africa has recently assumed an even more arrogant and

aggressive attitude, as evidenced by its insolent

appearance at the General Assembly in March this year,

manifestly against the wishes of the majority of that

body, and by its recent massive invasion and slaughter

of thousands of innocent people in Angola, which resulted

in the convening of an ill-fated meeting of the Security

Council.

14. All indications point to the possible existence

of an intrigue between certain western members of the

United Nations and South Africa to subvert the many



Resolutions of the United Nations, in particular

Resolution 435 of 1978, in order to secure recognition

for the puppet elements in Namibia which support

apartheid. This intrigue flies in the face of everything

for which the international community has been working

for the past fifteen years.

15. South Africa's friends must not be allowed,

through deliberate misrepresentation and distortion of

the United Nations position towards Namibia, to ruin

the international framework for a peaceful transition

to independence in Namibia, which the international

community, with the full cooperation of the people of

Namibia under the leadership of SWAPO, has taken so

long to build. We must reject as baseless any attempts

towards watering down the provisions of Security Council

.Resolutions 435 C1978) and other United Nations decisions.

We must commend those member states of the United Nations

which have refused to bend to the pressure of lending

economic and diplomatic support to an illegal racist

regime in violation of the clearly stated wishes of the

international community.

16. The Namibian question has assumed a new dimension.

The question is no longer limited to South Africa's illegal



occupation of Namibia. It also includes the question of

what to do with those member states of the United Nations

which are in substantive breach of the United Nations

Resolutions concerning Namibia. It is time to consider

what the appropriate corrective measures in respect of

those member states which hobnob with the racist regime

in defiance of the wishes of the international community

should be.

17. The United Nations Council for Namibia, for its

part, will continue in its determination to carry out

its responsibilities, in accordance with General Assembly

Resolution 2248 CS-V) and other United Nations Resolutions,

on the question of Namibia. In the past the Council has
V __

taken various actions such, as discussions with Governments^

to encourage their support for the cause of Namibia, the
*

mobilisation of world public opinion, the enactment of

decree no. 1 for the protection of the natural resources

of Namibia, and the organisation of various educational

and training programmes for th-e Namibian people.

18. The Basic responsibility, of course, is the taking

of all necessary measures, in consultation with the people

of Namibia, required to bring about a free and independent

Namibia.



19. In implementation of this responsibility, the
iT>

Council has consistently sought to increase political

and material support to the people of Namibia, under

the leadership of SWAPO the sole and authentic

representative of the Namibian people. Initially an

observer in the Council, SWAPO eventually was granted

the status of Permanent Observer in the United Nations

as a whole. The General Assembly has repeatedly called

upon the international community to increase its political

and material support to SWAPO, and this support has been

granted. The United Nations has established the United

Nations Fund for Namibia to assist the Namibian people

as a whole, and the fund embraces the United Nations

Institute for Namibia and the Nationhood Programme for

Namibians.

20. I am pleased to note that in the future the Namibian

people will also be assisted by the OAU Fund for Namibia

and the Special Fund for Namibia of the Movement of the

Non-Aligned Countries.

21. It is our hope that, during the forthcoming year,

all forms of assistance to the Namibian people will be

increased.

22. The United Nations Council for Namibia, as the

Id/...
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legal administering authority for Namibia until •
f>

independence is fully committed to ensure ultimate

withdrawal of the illegal South African occupation

of Namibia and to support the genuine aspirations of

the Namibian people for self-determination, freedom

and national independence in a united Namibia. To the
i

Council, the week of Solidarity with the Namibian

people is a period for re-kindling that commitment.

****************
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SECRETARY-GENERAL'S STATEMENT ON WEEK OF SOLIDARITY WITH KAMBIAN PEOPLE

AND THEIR LIBERATION MOVEMENT

Following is the text of a statement made this morning by
Secretary-General Kurt Raloheim at a Solemn Meeting of the United Nations
Council for Namibia commemorating the Iveek of Solidarity with the People of
Namibia and their Liberation Movement, the South West Africa People's
Organization (SKAPO):

I wish to thank you, Bur. President and members of the Council, for
inviting me to participate in this commemorative meeting to inaugurate a fr'eek
of Solidarity v;ith the people of Namibia ano thier liberation movement, SWAPO.

As we observe this week of solidarity with the people of Namibia, I know
that all of you share my deep concern and preoccupation over the lack of
progress towards a solution of the Namibian problem. It is 15 years since the
General Assembly assumed responsibility for the Territory ano undertook to
ensure for its inhabitants their inalienable right to self-determination and
independence in accordance with the Charter and relevant United Nations
resolutions., The support pledged by the international community in 1966 and
the hope which was engendered then has helped in no small way to sustain the
courageous Namibian people through years of hardship and trial. Our meeting
today must strengthen that support and nourish that hope, because the
commitment which we made to the people of Namibia remains as valid today as it
was in 1966.

I am fully aware of the depth of feeling and concern expressed by this
Council and by the overwhelming majority of Member States at the protracted
delay in securing the rights of the Namibian people and the implementation of
Security Council resolution 435 (1978). This delay is mcst unfortunate. I
regret that South Africa did not accept the time-table for the implementation
of resolution 435 which I had proposed last January in Geneva. Efforts must
therefore continue to be made to break the impasse. On several occasions in
the past, I have expressed the view that resolution 435 offers the best
solution for bringing about the early independence of Namibia. In fact, the
provisions of that resolution have been the subject of intense discussions not
only at the OAU Summit Conference in Nairobi, but more recently at last
month's meeting of the special session of the General Assembly. All these

(more)
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have reached the same conclusion that resolution 435 must remain the basis for
the achievement of Namibia's independence and that it should be implemented
without further delay. I fully share this view.

I was encouraged to note that the five Western States, who have been
actively engaged in the search for a solution to the Ramibian problem over the
past four years, have taken a fresh initiative to break the impasse by a new
series of consultations in an effort to move the negotiating process forward.
They will begin a further round of contacts this week with the parties
directly concerned, as well as with the front-line States. I very much hope
that these renewed consultations will lead to a positive outcome. The
situation has reached a critical and dangerous point, and its continuation
will be at the peril of peace in the region.

In the v/eeks ahead, it is important that the Member States maintain a
united position on this question so that obstacles to the implementation of
the United Nations plan can be overcome. That plan had been carefully
prepared and provides a practical framework which would enable our
Organization to discharge its obligations towards Namibia. More importantly,
it would put an end to a manifestly unjust situation which has caused much
tragedy and suffering.

At the same time, the United Nations, as part of its commitment to
Namibia, must not relax its efforts for the social and economic well-being of
the Namibian people. In this connection, vie can derive some comfort from the
progress which has been achieved in establishing various programmes of
assistance for Namibian refugees, particularly in the field of education and
training and in the implementation of the Nationhood Programme which will
ensure that plans for economic and social development will be available when
Namibia achieves its independence.

As we meet here today to renew our commitment towards Namibia and its
people, I wish to pay tribute to the United Nations Council for Namibia which,
under the dedicated leadership of its President, Ambassador Paul Lusaka, has
made great efforts to protect the rights and interests of the Namibian people.

We itiust leave no doubt in anyone's mind of the determination of the
United Nations to fulfi l its responsibilities to the people of Namibia. For
my part, I will continue to exert every effort towards a settlement of this
long-standing problem. The Council can continue to count on my fullest
co-operation in carrying out the tasks entrusted to it by the General Assembly.

***
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UNITED NATIONS 36Uth meeting
COUNCIL FOR NAMIBIA Monday 26 October 198l

10.30 a.m.
Trusteeship Council Chamber

SOLEMN MEETING IN COMMEMORATION OF THE WEEK OF SOLIDARITY
WITH THE PEOPLE OF NAMIBIA AND THEIR LIBERATION MOVEMENT,
THE SOUTH WEST AFRICA PEOPLE'S ORGANIZATION'(SWAPO)

NOTE FOR THE PRESIDENT

President: Mr. Paul J.F. Lusaka (Zambia)

The solemn meeting of the United Nations Council for Namibia is

called to order. The commemoration of the Week of Solidarity with

the People of Namibia and their liberation movement, the South West

Africa People's Organization (SWAPO) which we celebrate today is in

accordance with General Assembly resolution 31/150 of 20 December 1976.

This initiative was originally proposed by His Excellency Mr. Leopold

Sedar SEnghor, President of Senegal, at the International Conference on

Namibia and Human Rights, held in Dakar in January 1976.

The General Assembly, at its 31st session in 1976, decided to

observe the Week beginning 27 October as the Week of Solidarity with

the People of Namibia and their liberation movement, SWAPO.

This year, the Week of Solidarity is of special significance since

it commences on the fifteenth anniversary of the adoption by" the

General Assembly of resolution 21̂ 5 (XXI) of 27 October 1966 by which

the Assembly terminated South Africa's mandate for Namibia and assumed

direct responsibility for the Territory.

The United Nations Council for Namibia as the Legal Administering

Authority for Namibia until independence organizes today's meeting as a

reaffirmation of the solemn commitment of the United Nations with the

people of Namibia expressed in resolution 21̂ 5 (XXI) of 27 October 1966.

...2
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I would like to welcome:

The President' of the General Assembly

The Secretary-General

\. _ The President of the Security Council

The Chairman of the Special Committee of 2*4

The Chairman of the Special Committee against Apartheid

The Chairman of the Committee on the Exercise of the Inalienable
Rights of the Palestinian People

The Chairman of the Non-Aligned Group at the United Nations

The Representative of the Chairman of the Organization of
African Unity

The Chairmen of the African, Asian, Latin American, East European
and West European and Other States

The Representative of the Chairman of the Organization of the
Islamic Conference

The Permanent Observer of the League of Arab States

The Permanent Observer of the Palestine Liberation Organization, and

The Secretary for Foreign Relations of the South West Africa People's
Organi zation

I would like to extend a welcome to all representatives of Member

States of the United Nations, the specialized agencies, international

organizations, non-governmental organizations, Namibian students and

other friends and members of the press and all who are attending this

solemn meeting.

Before we start, may I ask you all to rise and observe a minute

of silence in memory of the heroes who have fallen in the struggle for

the liberation of Namibia.

Thank you.

...3
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I would now like to give the floor to His Excellency Mr. Ismat

T. Kittani of Iraq in his capacity as President of the General

Assembly.
V.

• . •

I thank the President of the General Assembly for his statement.

I now give the floor to His Excellency Mr. Kurt Waldheim,

Secretary-General of the United Nations.

• • *

I thank the Secretary-General for his statement.

I now give the floor to His Excellency Mr. Jaime de Pinies,

Permanent Representative of Spain to the United Nations, in his capacity

as President of the Security Council and also as Chairman of the Group

of Western European and Other States.

I thank the President of the Security Council and Chairman of the

Group of Western European and Other States for his statement.

I now give the floor to His Excellency Mr. Frank 0. Abdulah,

Permanent Representative of Trinidad and Tobago to the United Nations,

in his capacity as Chairman of the Special Committee of 2k.

I thank the Chairman of the Special Committee of 2k for his

statement.

...U
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I now give the floor to His Excellency Al-Haji Yusuff Maitama-Sule,

Permanent Representative of Nigeria to the United Nations, in his

capacity as Chairman of the Special Committee against Apartheid.

I thank the Chairman of the Special Committee against Apartheid

for his statement.

I now give the floor to His Excellency Mr. Massamba Sarre, Permanent

Representative of Senegal to the United Nations, in his capacity as

Chairman of the Committee on the Exercise of the Inalienable Rights of

the Palestinian Peoole.

I thank the Chairman of the Committee on the Exercise of the

Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People for his statement.

I now give the floor to His Excellency Mr. Raul Roa-Kouri,

Permanent Representative of Cuba to the United Nations who will address

the Council in his capacity as Chairman of the Non-ALigned Group at

the United Nations.

I thank the Chairman of the Non-Aligned Group for his statement.

I will now make a statement in my capacity as President of the

United Nations Council for Namibia.

/Ptaterent o* the ̂ esî ent o* the Council/

I will now adjourn the meeting until 3.30 this afternoon.
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UNITED NATIONS
COUNCIL FOR NAMIBIA

365th meeting
Monday 26 October 198l
3.30 p.m.
Trusteeship Council Chamber

SOLEMN MEETING IN .COMMEMORATION OF THE WEEK OF SOLIDARITY
WITH THE PEOPLE OF NAMIBIA AND THEIR LIBERATION MOVEMENT,

THE SOUTH WEST AFRICA PEOPLE'S ORGANIZATION (SWAPO)

AFTERNOON MEETING

NOTE FOR THE PRESIDENT

President: Mr. Paul J.F. Lusaka (Zambia)

The solemn meeting of the United Nations Council for Namibia is

called to order. Before I invite the distinguished speakers to

address the Council, I will call upon the representatives of Member

States vhose Heads of State or Government have addressed to the

United Nations Council for Namibia special messages of solidarity

with the people of Namibia and their liberation movement, RWAPO.

MESSAGES TO BE READ FROM THE FLOOR FROM HEADS OF STATE
OR GOVERNMENT

(a) I now give the floor to the Permanent Representative of

Mali to the United Nations who will read a message from His Excellency

General Moussa Traore, President of the Republic of Mali.

• • •

I thank the Permanent Representative of Mali for his statement.

(b) I now give the floor to the Permanent Representative of Panama

to the United Nations who will read a message from His Excellency

Mr. Aristides Royo, President of the Republic of Panama.

I thank the Permanent Representative of Panama for his statement.

.. .6
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(c) I nov give the floor to the Permanent Representative of

S e_n e g a 1 to the United Nations who will read a message from

His Excellency.1 Mr. Abdou Diouf, President of the Republic of Senegal

I thank the Permanent Representative of

for his statement.

(d) I now give the floor to the Permanent Representative of

to the United Nations who will read a message from

His Excellency

I thank the Permanent Representative of

for his statement.

(e) I now give the floor to the Permanent Representative of

to the United Nations who will read a message from

His Excellency

I thank the Permanent Representative of

for his statement

...7
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( f) I now give the floor to the Permanent Representative of

to the United Nations who will read a message from

His Excellency

I

I thank the Permanent Representative of

for his statement.

(g) I now give the floor to the Permanent Representative of

to the United Nations who will read a message from

His Excellency

I thank the Permanent Representative of

for his statement.

(hj I now give the floor to the Permanent Representative of

to the United Nations who will read a message from

His Excellency

I thank the Permanent Representative of

for his statement

.. .8
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(i) I nov give the floor to the Permanent Representative of

to the United Nations who will read a message from

His Excellency

I thank the Permanent Representative of

for his statement.

I nov give the floor to the Permanent Representative of

to the United Nations who will read a message from

His Excellency

I thank the Permanent Representative of

for his statement.

(k) I now give the floor to the Permanent Representative of

to the United Nations who will read a message from

His Excellency

I thank the Permanent Representative of

for his statement

...9
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(l) I nov give the floor to the Permanent Representative of

to the United Nations who will read a message from

His Excellency

I thank the Permanent Representative of

for his statement.

(m) I now give the floor to the Permanent Representative of

^^ to the United Nations who will read a message from

His Excellency

I thank the Permanent Representative of

for his statement.

(n) I now give the floor to the Permanent Representative of

to the United Nations who will read a message from

His Excellency

I thank the Permanent Representative of

for his statement

...10
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Afternoon Speakers

The first speaker for this afternoon is His Excellency Mr. Charles

Gatere Maina, Permanent Representative of Kenya to the United Nations,

vho will address the Council in his capacity as Representative of the

Chairman of the Organization of African Unity.

• • •

I thank the Representative of the Chairman of the Organization

of African Unity for his statement.

I now give the floor to His Excellency Mr. Elisio de Figueiredo,

Permanent Representative of Angola to the United Nations,who will address

the Council in his capacity as Chairman of the Group of African States.

I thank the Chairman of the Group of African States for his statement.

I now give the floor to His Excellency Mr. Uddhav Deo Bhatt,

Permanent Representative of Nepal to the United Nations, who will

address the Council in his capacity as Chairman of the Group of Asian

States.

* • •

I thank the Chairman of the Group of Asian States for his statement.

I now give the floor to His Excellency Mr. Pal Racz, Permanent

Representative of Hungary to the United Nations, who will address the

Council in his capacity as Chairman of the Group of Eastern European States,

• • •

I thank the Chairman of the Group of Eastern European States for

his statement.

...11
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I now give the floor to His Excellency Sir Egerton Richardson,

Permanent Representative of Jamaica to the United Nations, who will

address the Council in his capacity as Chairman of the Group of Latin

American States.

I thank the Chairman of the Group of Latin American States for his state-
ment

I now give the floor to His Excellency Mr. Salah Omar Al-Ali,

Representative of the Chairman of the Islamic Conference.

I thank the Representative of the Chairman of the Islamic Conference

for his statement.

I now give the floor to His Excellency Mr. Clovis Maksoud, Permanent

Observer of the League of Arab States.

I thank the Observer of the League of Arab States for his statement.

I now give the floor to Mr. Zehdi Labib Terzi, Permanent Observer

of the Palestine Liberation Organization.

I thank the Permanent Observer of the Palestine Liberation

Organization for his statement.

I now give the floor to the Secretary for Foreign Relations of

the South West Africa People's Organization, Mr. Peter Mueshihange.

• • •

I thank the Secretary for Foreign Relations of the South West

Africa People's Organization.

...12
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MESSAGES RECEIVED FROM MINISTERS FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS, SPECIALIZED
AGENCIES AMD NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS

The Secretary of the Council will now read the list of messages

received from Ministers for Foreign Affairs, specialized agencies and

non-governmental organizations addressed to the Council with reference

to this solemn meeting.

SECRETARY READS THE LIST

On behalf of the United Nations Council for Namibia, I should

like to thank these governments, agencies and organizations for their

messages, which will be published in a document of the United Nations

Council for Namibia.

I would now like to thank all the distinguished speakers,

representatives and others who have participated in this meeting for

their support and for expressing their solidarity with the people of

Namibia and with their liberation movement, SWAPO, the sole and

authentic representative of the Namibian people.i

I should also like to announce that video films entitles "South

African Bombshell" and "Mercenaries for Southern Africa" will be shown

in the Trusteeship Council Chamber. The showing of the films will

take about 35 minutes. The films will be shown immediately after this

meeting.

The meeting is adjourned.



UNITED NATIONS TRUSTEESHIP COUNCIL CHAMBER
COUNCIL FOR NAMIBIA 10.30 a.m. - 3.30 p.m.

Monday 26 October 1981

WEEK OF SOLIDARITY WITH THE PEOPLE OF NAMIBIA
AND THEIR LIBERATION MOVEMENT, SWAPO

LIST OF SPEAKERS

Morning Speakers

(1) President of the General Assembly ... H.E. Mr. Ismat T. Kittani (Iraq)

(2) Secretary-General of the United
Nations H.E. Mr. Kurt Waldheim

(3) President of the Security Council
and Chairman of the Group of Western
European and other States H.E. Mr. Jaime de Pinies (Spain)

Chairman of the Committee of 2k H.E. Mr. Frank 0. Abdulah
(Trinidad and Tobago)

(5) Chairman of the Special Committee
against Apartheid H.E. Al-Haji Yusuff Maitama-Sule

(Nigeria)

(6) Chairman of the Committee on the
Exercise of the Inalienable Rights
of the Palestinian People H.E. Mr. Massamba Sarre (Senegal)

(7) Chairman of the Non-Aligned Group
at the United Nations H.E. Mr. Raul Roa-Kouri (CUba)

(8) President of the United Nations
Council for Namibia H.E. Mr. Paul J.F. Lusaka (Zambia

...2
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Afternoon Speakers

(9) Representative of the Chairman of
the Organization of African Unity H.E. Mr.Charles Gatere Maina

(Kenya)

(10) Chairman of the Group of African
States H.E. Mr. Elisio de Figueiredo

(Angola)

(11) Chairman of the Group of Asian
States H.E. Mr. Uddhav Deo Bhatt

(Nepal)

(12) Chairman of the Group of Eastern
European States H.E. Mr. Pal Racz (Hungary)

(13) Chairman of the Group of Latin
American States H.E. Sir Egerton Richardson

(Jamaica)

Representative of the Chairman of
the Islamic Conference H.E. Mr. Salah Omar Al-Ali

(15) Permanent Observer of the League
of Arab States H.E. Mr. Clovis Maksoud

(16) Permanent Observer of the Palestine
Liberation Organization Mr. Zehdi Labib Terzi

(17) Secretary for Foreign .Relations of
the South West Africa People*'s

. Organization...(SWAPO) ... ... .... Mr. Peter Mueshihange_
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26 October 1981

SECRETARY-GENERAL'S STATEMENT ON KEEK OF SOLIDARITY WITH KAhlBIAM PEOPLE

AND THEIR LIBERATION MOVEf-SENT

Following is the text of a statement made this morning by
Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim at a Solemn Meeting of the United Nations
Council for Namibia commemorating the Keek of Solidarity with the People of
Namibia and their Liberation hovement, the South West Africa People's
Organization (SWAPO}:

I wish to thank you, far. President and members of the Council, for
inviting me to participate in this commemorative meeting to inaugurate a V'eek
of Solidarity with the people of Namibia and thier liberation movement, SWAPO.

As we observe this week of solidarity with the people of Namibia, I know
that all of you share my deep concern ana preoccupation over the lack of
progress towards a solution of the Namibian problem. It is 15 years since the
General Assembly assumed responsibility for the Territory ano undertook to
ensure for its inhabitants their inalienable right to self-determination and
independence in accordance with the Charter and relevant United Nations
resolutions. The support pledged by the international community in 1966 and
the hope which was engendered then has helped in no small way to sustain the
courageous Namibian people through years of hardship and trial. Our meeting
today must strengthen that support and nourish that hope, because the
commitment which we made to the people of Namibia remains as valid today as it
was in 1966.

I am fully aware of the depth of feeling and concern expressed by this
Council and by the overwhelming majority of Member States at the protracted
delay in securing the rights of the Namibian people and the implementation of
Security Council resolution 435 (1978). This delay is most unfortunate. I
regret that South Africa did not accept the time-table for the implementation
of resolution 435 which I had proposed last January in Geneva. Efforts must
therefore continue to be made to break the impasse. On several occasions in
the past, I have expressed the view that resolution 435 offers the best
solution for bringing about the early independence of Namibia. In fact, the
provisions of that resolution have been the subject of intense discussions not
only at the OAU Summit Conference in Nairobi, but more recently at last
month's meeting of the special session of the General Assembly. All these

(more)
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have reached the same conclusion that resolution 435 must remain the basis for
the achievement of Namibia's independence and that it should be implemented
without further delay. I fully share this view.

I was encouraged to note that the five Western States, who have been
actively engaged in the search tor a solution to the Namibian problem over the
past four years/ have taken a fresh initiative to break the impasse by a new
series of consultations in an effort to move the negotiating process forward.
They will begin a further round of contacts this week with the parties
directly concerned, as well as with the front-line States. I very much hope
that these renewed consultations will lead to a positive outcome. The
situation has reached a critical and dangerous point, and its continuation
will be at the peril of peace in the region.

In the weeks ahead, it is important that the Member States maintain a
united position on this question so that obstacles to the implementation of
the United Nations plan can be overcome. That plan had been carefully
prepared and provides a practical framework which would enable our
Organization to discharge its obligations towards Namibia. More importantly,
it would put an end to a manifestly unjust situation which has caused much
tragedy and suffering.

At the same time, the United Nations, as part of its commitment to
Namibia, must not relax its efforts for the social and economic well-being of
the Namibian people. In this connection, we can derive some comfort from the
progress which has been achieved in establishing various programmes of
assistance for Mandbian refugees, particularly in the field of education and
training and in the implementation of the Nationhood Programme which will
ensure that plans for economic and social development will be available when
Namibia achieves its independence.

As we meet here today to renew our commitment towards Namibia and its
people, I wish to pay tribute to the United Nations Council for Namibia which,
undei the dedicated leaoership of its President, Ambassador Paul Lusaka, has
made great efforts to protect the rights and interests of the Wamibian people.

We must leave no doubt in anyone's mind of the determination of the
United Nations to fulfi l its responsibilities to the people of Namibia. For
my part, I will continue to exert every effort towards a settlement of this
long-standing problem. The Council can continue to count on my fullest
co-operation in carrying out the tasks entrusted to it by the General Assembly.

***
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File: Namibia

21 October 1981

Sir,

On behalf of the Scoretary-General who left today

for CanctSn, I wish to acknowledge receipt of your letter

of yesterday informing him that the special meetings of

the United Nations Council for Namibia to commemorate the

Week of Solidarity with the People of Namibia and their

liberation Movement (SWAPO), originally scheduled for

27 October 1981, will now take place on Monday, 26 October

1981.

This change of date has been brought to the attention

of the Secrfetary-General, and you may be assured that he

will be in a position to join you on this important

occasion at the morning meeting and deliver an address.

Please accept, Sir, the assurances of my highest

cons ideration.

Rafeeuddin Ahmed
Chef de Cabinet

His Excellency
Mr. Paul J.F. Lusaka
President
United Nations Council for Namibia

c/o Mr. Rego-Monteiro/PATD
Room 3310
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REFERENCE: TR

20 October Ip8l

Sir,

With reference to my letter of 7 October 1981, I would
like to inform you that the special meetings of the United
Nations Council for Namibia to commemorate the Week of
Solidarity with the People of Namibia and their Liberation
Movement (̂  SWAPOX originally scheduled for 27 October 1981 /at
United Nations Headquartersj will now take place on Monday
26 October 198l/at 10.30 a.m. and 3.30 p.m. in the Trusteeship
Council Chamber 7\

This change in the date of the commemoration has been
made necessary by the announced convening of a Security Council
meeting on 27 October 1981.

It is my hope that the change of date will cause you
no serious inconvenience and that the United Nations Council
for Namibia will have the honour of your attendance at the
special meetings.

Accept, Sir, the assurances of my highest consideration.

Uni

Paul J.P. Lusaka -
_____Jtesid«nt̂ :̂

STations CouncHrfor Namibia

His Excellency
Mr. Kurt Waldheim
Secretary-General
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COUNCIL FOR NAMIBIA TO HOLD TWO SPECIAL MEETINGS TO MARK START OF WESK

OF SOLIDARITY WITH PEOPLE OF NAMIBIA

The United Nations Council for Namibia, as the legal Administering
Authority for Namibia until independence, will hold two special meetings, at
10;30 a.m. and 3i3Q p.m. on Monday, 26 October, to mark the start of the Week
of Solidarity v/ith the People of Namibia and their liberation movement, the
South West Africa People's Organization (SWAPO).

This year, the Week of Solidarity is of special significance since it
commences on the fifteenth anniversary of the adoption by the General Assembly
of resolution 2145 (XXI) of 27 October 1966 by which the Assembly terminated
South Africa's mandate for Namibia and assumed direct responsibility for the
Territory.

All delegations have been invited to attend the meetings, along with
representatives of the specialized agencies and other United Nations bodies,
governmental ana non-governmental organizations and liberation movements, as
well as Namibian students and interested individiuals.

The programme for observance of the Week of Solidarity, as approved by
the United Nations Council for Namibia, will include commemorative statements,
a photographic display and the screening of films on Namibia.

The morning meeting will hear statements from the President of the
General Assembly, the Secretary-General, the President of the Security
Council, the Chairman of the Special Committee on Decolonization, the Chairman
of the Special Committee against Apartheid, the Chairman of the Committee on
the Exercise of the Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People, the Chairman
of the Non-Aligned Group at the United Nations and the President of the United
Nations Council for Namibia.

This afternoon meeting will hear statements from the representative of
the Chairman of the Organization of African Unity (OAU), the Chairmen of the
regional groups, the representative of the Chairman of the Organization of the
Islamic Conference, the Permanent Observer of the League of Arab States, the
Permanent Observer of the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) and the
Permanent Observer of SKAPO.

(more)
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At the beginning of the afternoon meeting, messages received from Heads
of State or Government will be read by their representatives.

The General Assembly decided in 1976 to observe the week beginning on 27
October as the Week of Solidarity with the People of Namibia and their
liberation movement, SWAPO, as proposed by the President of Senegal, Leopold
Sedar Senghor, in opening the Dakar International Conference on Namibia and
Human Rights in January 1976 (resolution 31/150 of 20 December 1976). The
International Conference in Support of the Peoples of Zimbabwe and Namibia,
held in Maputo from 16 to 21 May 1977, welcomed the decision of the General
Assembly.

* *** *
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Special meeting of the United Nations Council for Namibia
to commemorate the Week of Solidarity with the People of
Namibia and its liberation movement, the South West Africa
People's Organization (SWAPO) -

Monday, 26 October 1981, 10:30 a.m.
Trusteeship Council Chamber

List of speakers

1. The President of the General Assembly,

2. The Secretary-General,

3. The President of the Security Council,

4. Ambassador Frank Owen Abdulah (Trinidad and Tobago)
Chairman of the Committee of 24,

5. Ambassador Alhaji Yusuff Maitama-Sule (Nigeria)
Chairman of the Special Committee against Apartheid,

6. Ambassador Massamba Sarre" (Senegal)
Chairman of the Committee on the Exercise of the
Inelienable Rights of the Palestinian People,

7. Ambassador Ratal Roa^Kouri (Cuba)
representing the Chairman of the Group of the
Non-Aligned Countries,

8. Ambassador Paul Lusaka (Zambia)
President of the UN Council for Namibia.

MKP/JH
20 October 1981
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The Secretary of the UN Council for Namibia has asked

me to inform the Secretary-General that the '"Council has

decided to hold its special meeting to commemorate the Week

of Solidarity with the People of Namibia and its liberation

movement, the South West Africa People's Organization (SWAPO),

on 26 October instead of 27 October, in view of the meeting

of the Security Council. The Secretary-General has already

replied positively to the invitation of the Council's

President.

Ambassador Lusaka hopes that it will be possible for the

Secretary-General to attend the meeting in spite of this

change of date.

MKP/JH
20 October 1981

*™\
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16 October 1981

Sir,

I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your
letter of 7 October 1981, inviting me to attend and
address the special meeting which the United Nations
Council for Namibia will hold on Tuesday, 27 October
1981, to commemorate the Week of Solidarity with the
People of Namibia and ite liberation movement, the
South West Africa People's Organization (EVvAPO).

I appreciate your kind invitation and will be
pleased to join you on this important occasion.

Accept, Sir, the assurances of my highest
con s ideration.

Kurt Waldheim

His Excellence
Mr. Paul J.F. Lusaka
President
United Nations Council for Namibia

c/o Mr. Rego-Monteiro/PATD
Room 3310



Note for the Secretary-General:
-

In the attached letter, Ambassador Paul Lusaka, President

of the UN Council for Namibia, is inviting the Secretary-General

to attend and address the Special meeting of the Council to be

held on 27 October 1981, to commemorate the Week of Solidarity

with the People of Namibia. This is the fourth consecutive

year that the Secretary-General is invited to this meeting. He

participated in the three previous meetings.

According to the tentative schedule of plenary meetings

of the General Assembly, the meeting will coincide with the

opening of the debate on global negotiations, and probably

with the beginning of the procedure for the election of the

Secretary-General .

As usual, the President of the Security Council and the

President of the General Assembly are also invited, but they

have not yet indicated, as of today, that they would be present.

The Council's Secretary assumes, however, that they will be

represented if they are unable to attend.

I would suggest that, in spite of the special circumstances,

the Secretary^General1 s reply be positive, in view of the

importance which the Council attaches this year to the observance

of the Week of Solidarity. I assume that the Secretary-General

could designate one of his aides to represent him at the meeting

if he is not in a position to attend it in person.

I have requested Mr. Djermakoye to let us have a draft

statement by the beginning of next week.

A draft reply to Ambassador Lusaka is attached for the

Secretary-General's approval.

MKP/JH
16 Oct. 1981
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TR 141/3(1) 7 October 1981

Sir,

I have the honour to inform you that the United Nations Council
for Namibia will hold special meetings on Tuesday 27 October 1981,
at 10.30 a.m. and 3.00 p.m., to commemorate the Week of Solidarity
with the People of Namibia and their Liberation Movement, the South
West Africa People's Organization (SWAPO) .

The General Assembly, in its resolution 31/150 of 20 December 1976,
decided to observe the week of 27 October as a Week of Solidarity
with the People of Namibia and its Liberation Movement, SWftPO, and
requested the United Nations Council for Namibia to prepare a
comtiemorative prograitme for that purpose.

This year the Week of Solidarity is of special significance since
it coirmances at the fifteenth anniversary of the adoption by the
General Assembly of resolution 2145 (XXI) of 27 October 1966 by which
|the Assembly terminated South Africa's mandate for Namibia and assumed
d̂irect responsibility for the Tterritoy.

Ihe programtne of the Week of Solidarity, beginning 27 October 1981,
will include the holding of the special meetings as well as a photographic
display and the screening of films on Namibia.

I therefore take pleasure in extending to you this invitation to
attend and address the commemorative meeting of the Council on
27 October 1981.

Accept, Sir, the assurances of my highest considera

His Excellency
Mr. Kurt Waldheim
Secretary-General

United NafefeftsGouncife-SSr NairtiMa
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STATEMENT BY SECRETARY-GENERAL AT ANTI-APARTHEID COMMITTEE MEETING

TO KARK DAY OF SOLIDARITY WITH SOUTH AFRICAN POLITICAL PRISONERS

, Following is the text of a statement made by Secretary-General Kurt
Waldheim this morning at a meeting held by tht Special Committee against
Apartheid to observe the Day of Solidarity with South African Political
Prisoners:

I should like to thank you, fcir. Chairman, for inviting me to participate
in this special meeting.

The observance of this Day of Solidarity with South African Political
Prisoners is more than a symbolic act. From a human point of view, it
provides moral support to those who have been made voiceless in their own
country and v;ho suffer persecution of various kinds under harsh and repressive
laws. For acts asserting their elementary freedom, they are subjected to
imprisonment, exile and other restrictions. The system not only deprives them
of their rights but also denies them any means of redress for the wrongs they
suffer. They should know of the world's backing of their cause.

From a political point of view, the campaign for the unconditional
release of thes? prisoners is an important element of international action for
helping to establish a just and harmonious society in South Africa. It is
deplorable that -he people who have been victimized, in one way or another,
include leaders aid distinguished citizens of South Africa who could have
helped in bringing about peaceful change in their country. I may mention the
names of the late Chief Luthuli, of the late Robtrt Subukwe and of Mr. Nelson
Mandela who has now been in captivity for 18 years. I recall also my meeting
last March with Bishop Desmond Tutu and the statement he made before this
Committee, saying thct he and other leaders in South Africa do not want
violence and that all they were working for is the building up of a more
caring and more compassionate society. Yet even with this message of
moderation, Bishop Tutu has had to suffer the confiscation of his passport.

We observe this Day in full awareness of the fact that repeated calls for
the release of these political prisoners made by the General Assembly, the
Security Council and myself over the years have not been heeded by the South
African Government. As I said last year on this occasion, this is not the
kino of appeal which shoud be abandoned because it has been persistently

(more)
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disregarded. The United Nations has no option but to persevere in demanding
that South Africa abandon its racial policies which are inhuman and can only
lead to confrontation and conflict. The demand acquires added urgency from
the deplorable consequences of apartheid which have become painfully clearer
with the passage of time.

The policy of apartheid denies the commitment to justice which is the
soul of civilized human society. Its practice is an affront to the values
that the United Nations seeks to promote. The very concept is such that it
compels its upholders to resort to irrational courses of action. Large
numbers of people have been uprooted from their homes and relocated against
their choice. Recently the wave of repression has been directed against
students, churchmen, journalists and others. The reports of the maltreatment
of political prisoners and detainees have aroused widespread concern.

In addition to its internal effects, a continuation of the present racial
policies of the South African Government will cause its further isolation from
other members of the international community. There are few issues on which
there has been greater unanimity in the United Nations than in the
condemnation of apartheid and in the demand for release of South African
political prisoners and for the repeal of laws which convert innocent acts
into crimes. Moreover, there is a growing impatience at South Africa's
failure to respond to the international demand. This was amply evidenced at
the International Conference held in Paris last Kay.

The situation is one of increasing gravity and its repercussions are
being felt throughout the region. I am convinced that a resolution of the
problem of apartheid can best be achieved through peaceful and constructive
dialogue at the national level, on the basis of equality, between leaders of
all sections of the population. Our expression of solidarity with the
political prisoners of South Africa contains the message to the South African
Government that the United Nations will not relax its efforts until apartheid
is eliminated.

We must also back this expression by practical measures to help the
victims of apartheid. Ono of those measures is for Member States to
contribute to the funds and programmes sponsored by the United Nations and
other organizations for providing legal aid to these political prisoners and
sustenance and education to their dependents. Let me express my deep
appreciation to Kember States which are already contributing to these
programmes and urge others to join them in this most worthy cause.

The Special Committee against Aparthc-id has played a commendable role to
promote the cause of South African political prisoners and the abolition of
racial discrimination. I should like to take this opportunity to congratulate
you, Mr. Chairman, on your recent election to your important office and I arc
sure that, under your able and experienced leadership, the Committee will
resolutely sustain its role until these objectives are attained.

Let us to&'ay reaffirm our determination to pursue our goal of enabling
all the people of South Africa, irrespective of race, colour or croed, to
participate on an equal footing in guiding the destiny of their country. The
cause we uphold is that of human freedom and racial equality which is basic to
a just world order and to enduring peace.

* *** *



Note for the Secretary-General -

Solemn meeting of the Special Committee
against Apartheid in observance of the
Day of Solidarity with the South African
Political Prisoners - 12 October 1981, 10:30 a.m,
ECOSOC Chamber -

This meeting will be opened by the newly elected Chairman

of the Special Committee against Apartheid, Ambassador Maitama-Sule

of Nigeria.

The Secretary-General is expected to be the second speaker

after the President of the General Assembly. He will be followed

by the President of the Security Council.

The other speakers will be:

4 - Ambassador Frank Owen Abdulah (Trinidad and Tobago),
Chairman of the Special Committee on the Situation
with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration
on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries,

5 - Ambassador Anders I. Thunborg (Sweden),
Chairman of the Board of Trustees of the UN Trust
Fund for South Africa,

6 - Ambassador Paul John Firmino Lusaka (Zambia),
President of the United Nations Council for Namibia,

7 - Ambassador Charles Gatere Maina (Kenya),
Representing- the current Chairman of the OAU,

8 - Ambassador Uddhav Deo Bhatt (Nepal),
Chairman of the Asian-Group of States,

9 - Chairman of the Eastern European Group (Hungary),

10 - Chairman of the Latin American Group (Jamaica),

11 - Chairman of the Western European and other States (Spain),

12 - EEC,

13 - Chairman of the African Group (Angola),

14 - Mr. Keba M'Baye, Ad Hoc Working Group of Experts on S.A.
of the Human Rights Commission,

15 - Chairman of the Movement of Non-Aligned Countries (Cuba).
tf
MKP/JH
9 October 1981
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• Conference in Solidarity with the Liberation Struggles of thejjeoplesof Southern Africa
c/o United Methodist Office for the UN, 777 UN Plaza, New YorkJUewYortcl 0017 (2121661-0176

H.E. Kurt Waldheim
Secretary General of the United Nations
Room 3800
United Nations
New York, ' tiW Jo rk 10017

"V,. 17th September 1981,
"%-.;

Dear Secretary Waldheim,-

On behalf of the Conference Preparatory Committee and at the request of the
United Nations Observers of the South West Africa People's Organization (SWAPO) of
Namibia and the African National Congress (ANC) of South Africa, we have great pleasure
in inviting you to participate in the Conference in Solidarity with the Liberation
Struggles of the Peoples of Southern Africa.

The Conference will be held at New York's Riverside Church from October 9th I
to llth 1981. It is our aim, in keeping with the resolutions of the U.N., O.A.U. and |
the Non-Aligned Movement, to inform and mobilize public opinion in the United States
for the total isolation of the apartheid regime of South Africa, whose policies have
been universally condemned as a crime against humanity and whose continued illegal
occupation of Namibia is a threat to world peace.

In view of your tireless efforts to rid the world of the evils of apartheid
and colonialism, we would be most honored if you could agree to send a representative
to attend the Conference onlyour behalf. We are enclosing the Conference Program, from
which you will see the broad range of sponsors together with the outline of the
Commissions and Workshops planned.

Please accept the assurance of our highest respect,

Yours sincerely, ,

fr /f^t^**

LENNOX S. HINDS
Chair, Conference Secretariat

cc: Johnny Makatini, ANC Observer to the United Nations
Theo-Ben Gurirab, SWAPO Observer to the United Nations
Hon. Ronald V. Dellums, President, Conference Preparatory
Carl Bloice, Conference Coordinator
Richard Harvey, Conference Program Committee

Received by
United Nations
Secretariat,.

Data

Initials

/i I

7j,uc
Hon. Ronald V. Dellums, President of the Preparatory Committee • . • < - • • ' //, ,

L.CIIIIUAJ. miiuo, Esq., Chair of the Preparatory Committee Secretariat • Carl Bloice, Conference Coorainaior /^ *-, /. ,

In co-sponsorship with the African National Congress of South Africa (ANC) and the South West Africa People's Organization\s'wAPO) '^Y
In cooperation with the International Committee Against Apartheid, Racism and Colonialism in Southern Africa (ICSA). i-C /,',, //i.<i .

Hosts: The Southern Africa Team/Outreach Ministry, Riverside Church; Dr. Carl Fields, Leader, and The Rev. George Thomas. Minister of
Outreach, Riverside Church.
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Conference in Solidarity
with the

r

Liberation Struggles
of the

Peoples of Southern Africa•x i •* > ^ ^>

OCTOBER 9 — 11, 1981
RIVERSIDE CHURCH

122nd Street and Riverside Drive
New York City

Hon. Ronald V. Dellums, President, Preparatory Committee
Lennox S. Hinds, Esq., Chair, Preparatory Committee Secretariat
Carl Bloice, Conference Coordinator -

: - • ' . - . : • : ^ V ' :f'̂ Miiyf̂ ''-: • • ' . ' " • ~ " ' : . .
Srr ?^; In co-sponsorship with the

AFRICAN NATIONAL CONGRESS OF SOUTH AFRICA (ANC)" ' ' '.
SOUTH WEST AFRICA PEOPLE'S ORGANIiL\TION (SWAPO).

In cooperation with the International Committee Against Apartheid, Racism
"~~. V and Colonialism in Southern Africa (ICSA)

•' - . ' " ' • ; " • ':-1^-f-?' 'HOSTS: '-• ' ' ''...'".
The Southern Africa Team/Outreach Ministry, Riverside Church,

Dr. Carl Fields, Leader and
The Rev. George Thomas, Minister of Outreach, Riverside Church.
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GERARD PELLETIER (CANADA) ELECTED CHAIRMAN OF UNITED NATIONS

EDUCATIONAL AMD TRAINING PROGRAMME FOR SOUTHERN AFRICA

The Advisory Committee on the United Nations Educational and Training
Programme for Southern Africa (UKETPSA) has elected Gerard Pelletier,
Permanent Representative of Canada to the United Rations, as its Chairman. He
has been Canada's Ambassador to the Organization since August this year.

The election took place at a meeting held on Wednesday, 9 September.

Before joining the Permanent Mission of Canada to the United Nations as
his country's Permanent Representative, Mr. Pelletier xrorked as a reporter for
the Montreal daily, Le Devoir, where he specialized in social questions. In
1950, he left Le Devoir and became Director of Le Travail, the off icial
newspaper of the Confederation of National Trade Unions. From 1961 until
1965, he served as editor of La Pressc, a daily newspaper in Quebec. In 1965,
Mr. Pelletier was elected to Parliament for the constituency of Hochelaga.

He became Parliament Secretary to the Secretary of State for External
Affairs in 1967 and that year represented Canada as a delegate to the
twenty-second session of the United Nations General Assembly.

In April 1968, Mr. Pelletier was appointed Minister without Portfolio,
with special responsibilities for the Department of Secretary of State.

After his re-election to Parliament in June 1968, he was appointed
Secretary of State and held that post until 1972 when he became Minister of
Communications.

Since 1975, Mr. Pelletier served as his country's Ambassador to France
until his nomination as Canada's Permanent Representative to the United
Nations.

to. Pelletier was educated at Nicolet Seminary and Kbnt-Laurier College
and graduated from the University of Montreal.

Mr. Pelletier is married and has five children.

* *** *
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message by the President of the General Assembly ~

on Namibia Day

Allow me to express my appreciation to you, Mr. President, and to all

the members of the United Nations Council for Namibia, for having invited

the President of the General Assembly to participate in this important

meeting.

The observance of Namibia Day each year affords an occasion for us to

reaffirm our solidarity with the people of Namibia and our resolve to see

them accede to genuine and complete independence in a united Namibia. This

reaffirmation is particularly important today when the international community

is confronted by a very serious situation resulting from South Africa's

continued illegal occupation of Namibia and its non-compliance with the

decisions of the Security Council.

For nearly fifteen years , since direct responsibility for the Territory

was assumed by the United Nations, the international community has devoted

untiring efforts to the achievement of independence for Namibia. More than

two years have elapsed since the Security Council unanimously adopted

resolution U35 (1978), setting the basis for an internationally acceptable

settlement. Yet, after prolonged and intensive consultations which seemingly

resolved every possible technical difficulty, South Africa dashed our hopes

at the pre-implementation meeting in Geneva by calling for further delay

in the implementation of resolution U35 (1978). Understandably, this has

provoked frustration and dismay among the whole international community.

At the same time, the increasing militarization of Namibia by South

Africa and the spread of violence to neighbouring States has increased the

risk that the conflict in Namibia may be further internationalized. I
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particularly condemn the latest armed incursions in southern Angola launched

by South African forces from Namibia.

By perpetuating instability and violence in the region. South Africa

is making the search for peace and Justice in Namibia more difficult.

However, I submit that the very gravity of the situation imposes upon the

international community the obligation to redouble its efforts to ensure

that Namibia accedes peacefully to independence as soon as possible on the

basis of resolution ^35 (1978) of the Security Council.

South Africa must understand that its continued delay in agreeing to

co-operate on the implementation of a settlement plan vhich it had already

accepted, can only result in bringing upon it more international condemnation

and further isolation. Such delay can at most impede the process leading

to the independence of Namibia, but cannot prevent it.

In this connexion, the Council for Namibia is to be congratulated on

the dedicated and untiring efforts which it has made in the discharge of

its mandate as the legal administering Authority for Namibia. It behooves

all of us within the international community to support and assist the

Council in the accomplishment of its task, which will be complete only when

Namibia is free and independent.
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Since the President of the General Assembly will, of course/

not join the Namibia debate during the forthcoming Emergency

Special Session let me state the following today:

- Security Council Resolution 435 of 1978, the result of

,intensive, serious, and long negotiations,provides the

vsolid basis for a peaceful solution of the Namibia problem,

- it reflects an international consensus, joined, at that

time, also by South Africa,

- all parties concerned, but in particular South Africa, are

called upon to honour their obligations entered into in

1978 and begin with the implementation of that unanimous

decision by the Security Council without any further

delay.

- In order to expedite an early transition of Namibia to a

free, independent, and sovereign state, the international

community should begin immediately to work-out a binding

time-table for the release of the_ terr_itory._frpm what the_

International Court of Justice has determined to be an

illegal administration - or more precisely: occupation -

by South Africa*

The President of the 35th Session of the General Assembly

was privileged to be a member of the Security Council in

1977 and 1978. I was personally involved in the negotiations

which led to the adoption of resolution 435. I believe to

speak with some authority therefore when I say, that an

early cessation of hostilities was one of the key elements

"in the many-phased Namibia Plan.

'] Military operations by South Africa in neighbouring sovereign

Angjloa are, therefore, in flagrant violation-of the 1978

Security Council decision which Pretoria itself has accepted

almost three years ago»
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• Let me appeal to all concerend, but in particular South

Africa, to refrain from the use or threat of force in and

around Namibia. Let the world be spared another area of

conflict like in the south of Lebanon. Let us all prevent a
!development where the problem of Namibia is substituted or

aggravated by a problem of southern Angola.

Those who think that the various documents accompanying

Security Council Resolution 435, which address themselves to

specifics, require "strengthening" should come forward with

concrete details as soon as possible. It would indeed be

unfortunate and could lead to a crisis of confidence in the

Namibia plan if all parties concerned would not learn soon

about possible additional suggestions or proposals.

The forthcoming exchanges between a delegation of foreign

ministers of Africa and the Western Contact Group in Paris,

Bonn, London, Ottawa, and Washington as well as the presence

of world leaders during the General Debate of the 36th

Session of the Assembly provide ample opportunties for

concerted action.

I wish with you that Namibia Day 1982 will celebrate the

independence of Namibia.
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STATEMENT BY CHAIRMAN OF COMMITTEE ON DECOLONIZATION ON OBSERVANCE
OF WEEK OF SOLIDARITY WITH SOUTHERN AFRICA

Following is the text of a statement by the Chairman of the Special
Committee on decolonization, Frank Abduiah (Trinidad and Tobago), on the
observance of the Week of Solidarity with the Colonial Peoples of Southern
Africa Fighting for Freedom, Independence and Equal Rights, 25-29 May.

Nine years ago, the General Assembly, in its resolution 2911 (XXVII) of 2
November 1972, addressed an appeal to the Governments and peoples of the world
to hold annually a Week of Solidarity with the Colonial Peoples in Southern
Africa, and proposed that the week should begin on 25 May, to coincide with
Africa Liberation Day. At that time, a large part of southern Africa remained
under the heel of colonialism.

In Africa as a whole, the world community has witnessed the accession to
independence successively of Guinea-Bissau, Angola, Cape Verde, the Comoros,
Mozambique, Sao Tome and Principe, Seychelles, Djibouti and Zimbabwe during
the period since the adoption of General Assembly resolution 2911 (XXVII).
Thus, over 22 million men and women of Africa have achieved their long sought
after freedom from colonial rule. The resounding victories won by these
courageous peoples clearly demonstrate once again that the end of colonialism
and racial domination by minorities in Africa is inevitable. No amount of
repression, intimidation or violence can, in the long run, stifle the demands
of the peoples still under colonial rule for the restoration of their
inalienable rights and the achievement of justice and human dignity.

The successes achieved during the past 10 years stand in sharp contrast
to the present situation in Namibia. Although the question of Namibia has
been before the United Nations since 1946 and few colonial situations have, in
fact, received so much attention from the international community, an
internationally acceptable solution still eludes us. In fact, over the years,
the situation with regard to Namibia has progressively deteriorated and, with
the passage of time, constitutes an increasing threat to international peace
and security throughout the whole region. The international community cannot

(more)

Press Release GA/COL/2136 dated 18 May should have been numbered GA/COL/
2137.
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allow this deterioration to continue. It must make a determined e f for t to
overcome the barriers which are impeding a solution. It must ensure that the
people of Namibia freely exercise their right to self-determination and
independence within a united Namibia. To this end, it must continue to
support the struggle for independence of the Namibian people and their
national liberation movement, the South West Africa People's Organization.

It is significant that we are celebrating the Week of Solidarity with the
Colonial Peoples of Southern Africa at a time when the international community
is gathered in Paris at the International Conference on Sanctions against
South Africa. That fact serves to emphasize the close link between South
Africa's illegal occupation of Namibia and its criminal policy of apartheid in
South Africa. The essential link is, of course, the inhumanity of the
Pretoria regime and its lack of concern for international opinion. It is, I
feel, symbolic that the international community is meeting in Paris in the
capital city of a country which, for over two centuries, has stood as the
champion of liberty, equality and fraternity, for respect for these principles
is precisely what is lacking in Pretoria. The presence in Paris of such an
eminent gathering, including high-level representatives of United Nations
Member States and non-governmental organizations, is a measure of the deep
concern of the international community in regard to these problems.

The uncompromising position taken by the overwhelming majority of the
international community in regard to colonialism and racism has been an
inspiration to millions of African peoples in their fight to free themselves
from the colonial yoke. We must not underestimate the power of world
opinion. The Paris Conference must set itself resolutely to the study of
practical measures for the elimination of the system of apartheid. The
degrading situation obtaining in Namibia today is a direct consequence of the
extension to that international Territory of the racist policies and practices
of the South African minority regime. The despicable policy of apartheid and
racial discrimination constitutes a most serious crime against humanity and is
an intolerable affront to human dignity, freedom and justice.

Regrettably, the deep sense of frustration, which impelled the States
members of the Organization of African Unity to call upon the Security Council
to take further measures under Chapter VII of the United Nations Charter, has
been intensified by the failure of the Council to take the necessary action.

South Africa today behaves the way it does because it is firmly convinced
that vested financial and other interests will continue to influence the
policies of major Western industrial nations. We cannot allow South Africa to
continue to defy international opinion and, thus, we must take necessary
measures to bring about the complete isolation of the regime until it complies
with the relevant United Nations decisions. In this regard, the full and
effective application of measures under Chapter VII of the United Nations
Charter will be the key to the speedy restoration of peace, justice and
freedom to the people of the Territory. This is the purpose of the Paris
Conference.

(more)
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I wish, on behalf of the Special Committee on decolonization, to appeal
to all Member States, specialized agencies and other organizations in the
United Nations system, as well as to non-governmental organizations and
individuals of goodwill, to increase their assistance to the oppressed peoples
of southern Africa in their gallant struggle to exercise their inalienable
rights. The Special Committee will continue its vigorous efforts to help the
people of Namibia towards the achievement of their long awaited liberation.

* *** *
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NOTE TO CORRESPONDENTS

DPI/NGO MEETING OF SOLIDARITY WITH PEOPLES STRUGGLING AGAINST RACISM

AND RACIAL DISCRIMINATION TO BE HELD 26 MARCH

The Department of Public Information (DPI) in co-operation with the
Centre against Apartheid is planning a special commemorative meeting on
Thursday, 26 March, to mark the Week of Solidarity with Peoples Struggling
against Racism and Racial Discrimination. The meeting, which is being held
for representatives of non-governmental organizations and others interested in
the struggle against apartheid, will focus on the theme of "South African
Women and Labour Under Apartheid". It will take place in Conference Room 4,
at United Nations Headquarters from 10 a.m. to 4:45 p.m.

The world premiere of the new motion picture, "You Have Struck A Rock",
will open the programme at 10 a.m. This new film, a co-production of Deborah
May and the United Nations, is a collage of rare photos, newsreel footage and
recent interviews with women actively involved inthe campaign of South African
Women against the Government's pass laws.

Following the film, at 10:30 a.m. Yasushi Akashi, Under-Secretary-General
for Public Information, will introduce the main speaker, B. Akporode Clark,
Permanent Representative of Nigeria to the United Nations and Chairman of the
Special Committee against Apartheid. The morning session will continue with a
forum devoted to the effects of apartheid on women. Participants in this
forum will be*.

— Ms. Mankenkulu Mahlangu, former Secretary, SOWETO Committee of Ten

-1- Ms. Ntathu Mbatha, Secretary, African National Congress of South
Africa (ANC)

Ms. Victoria Mehlomakulu, Pan Africanist Congress of Azania (PAC)

— Ms. Joan Draper, Interpress News Service.

(more)
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The afternoon session will begin at 2 p.m. with a programme of music and
poetry of opppression in South Africa by the Sechaba Cultural Group. There
will then be a forum concerned with the effects of apartheid on labour and the
difficulties encountered by the workforce in South Africa today. Forum
participants will include*.

Mr. Enver Domingo, South African Confederation of Trade Unionists

Mr. Fred Dube, African National Congress of South Africa (ANC)

Mr. Andrew Kailembo, International Confederation of Free Trade Unions

Mr. Ike Mafole, Pan Africanist Congress of Azania (PAC)

Mr. William Lucy, American Federation of State, County and Municipal
Employers.

Mr. Kader Asmal, Irish An ti -Apar th eid Movement, and Ms. Mary Wade, Quaker
Office for the United Nations, will conclude the programme with a discussion
of future action by the international community.

All are invited to attend this event. Tickets are available in the NGO
Lounge, Room 101, on the main floor of the Secretariat Lobby.

* *** *
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AIDE-MEMOIRE

1. As Mr Urquhart will be able to confirm, a great deal

was said last week about the necessity of creating

confidence and of avoiding anything which might

strengthen the impression of United Nations partiality

which would necessarily lead to further mistrust.

2. The mere fact of the Secretary-General's participation

in the proceedings of the Council for Namibia's

celebration of the Week of Solidarity with the People

of Namibia and their Liberation Movement, SWAPO; his

specific reference in his opening words to the "people

of Namibia and their liberation movement, SWAPO"; and

the assurance of his continued cooperation with the

Council in the execution of the instructions of the

General Assembly, raise serious questions for the

South African Government concerning the actual

preparedness of the United Nations to creat a climate

of confidence. This impression is further strengthened

by the remarks of the Presidents of the Security Council

and the General Assembly on that occasion.
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UNITED NATIONS COUNCIL FOR NAMIBIA MEETS TO OBSERVE WEEK

OF SOLIDARITY WITH KAMIBIM PEOPLE AND SWAPQ

The United Nations Council for Namibia this morning held the first of two
meetings today devoted to the Week of Solidarity with the People of Namibia and
their liberation movement, South West African People's Organization (SWAPO).

The General Assembly at its thirty-first session decided to observe the Week
of Solidarity from 27 October to 3 November. Today commemorates the anniversary
of the General Assembly's decision of 27 October 1966 to terminate South AfricaTs
mandate and to have the United Nations assume direct responsibility for the
Territory.

Speakers at this morning's meeting -were President of the General Assembly,
Rudiger von Wechmar (Federal Republic of Germany); Secretary-General of the
United. Nations, Kurt Waldheim; President of the Security Council,
Oleg.A. Troyano-vsky • (Soviet Union); Chairman of the Special Committee on
Decolonization, Frank 0. Abdulah (Trinidad and Tobago); Chairman of the Special
Committee against Apartheid, Akporode Clark (Nigeria); Acting Chairman of the
Committee on the Exercise of the Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People,
Farid Zarif (Afghanistan); and President of the United Nations Council for
Namibia, Paul J. F. Lusaka (Zambia).

Also this morning, the President of the United Nations Council for Namibia,
Paul J. F. Lusaka (Zambia), asked representatives to observe a minute of silence
"in memory of the heroes who have fallen in the struggle for the liberation of
Namibia".

The Council will meet again at 3 p.m. to conclude its special meetings.

(more)
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SECRETARY-GENERAL'S STATEMENT opt SOLIDARITY WEEK WITH HAM IB I AN PEOPLE

AND THEIR LIBERATION MOVEMENT. SWAPO..

Following is the text of the statement made this morning by
Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim at a Solemn Meeting of the United Nations
Council for Namibia commemorating the Week of Solidarity with the People of
Namibia and their Liberation Movement, the South West Africa People's .
Organization (SWAPO);

T wish to thank you, Mr. President and the members of the United Nations
Council for Namibia, for inviting me to participate in this commemorative
meeting to inaugurate the Wee'r of Solidarity with the People of Namibia and
their Liberation Movement, S^APO.

It is now 14 years since the General Assembly took the historic decision
to terminate South Africa's mandate'over Namibia and to place the Territory
and its people under the direct responsibility of the United Nations until
independence. It is appropriate, on the anniversary-o.f> that decision, that
the international co^mnunity should not only manifest its solidarity "ith the
people of Namibia, but also reaffirm its determination to ensure that they
obtain the opportunity freely to exercise their right to self-determination
and independence within a united Namibia.

The observance of the Week of Solidarity this year has a special
significance because it is taking place at a particularly critical stage in
our efforts to find a just and lasting solution to this problem in accordance
with our legal and moral responsibility.

I ful ly share the profound concern which has been expressed by this
Council and by the overwhelming majority of Member States, at the continued
delay in the implementation of Security Council resolution 435 (1978). Two
years ago, when the Council adopted this resolution by a unanimous vote, it
approved a Plan for bringing about the early independence of Namibia through
free and fair elections held under the supervision and control of the United
Nations. That Plan, which was based on a proposal assented to by all the
parties concerned, was heralded as providing the framework for a peaceful
solution, which would not only enable the United Nations to discharge its
obligation towards Namibia, but, additionally, to put an end to the bloodshed
and suffering in Namibia and restore peace to the region.

...t
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Since the adoption of resolution 435, the Plan approved by the Security
Council has been the subject of intensive consultations with the parties
concerned, particularly as regards the detailed arrangements for the creation
of a demilitarized zone and the emplacement of the United Nations Transition
Assistance Group (UNTAG). There is a great need to move forward without
further delay, and I have made every effor t to impress that upon the
Government of South Africa. It was also to this end that I recently sent a
team of senior officials to Pretoria. The team was to discuss with the
Government of South Africa the setting of a time-frame and other modalities
for the implementation of the United Nations Plan. After receiving the report
of this mission, I intend to inform all concerned of its results.

There can be no doubt that the situation in Namibia is today far more
critical than when the Security Council adopted resolution 435. The events of
the past week, which resulted in further destruction and loss of lives on
Angolan soil, clearly demonstrate the serious implications of this situation
for the peace and security of the region. The best way to end the violence is
to establish, as soon as possible, the cease-fire which is the first step in
the implementation of Security Council resolution 435. We must spare no
effort to bring about a just and peaceful settlement as rapidly as possible,
and we must resolutely oppose unilateral attempts at political action which is
not in conformity with the resolution of the Security Council.

As we meet here today to renew our commitment towards Namibia and its
people, it is fitting that we should acknowledge the important role played by
SWAPO. May I also pay a sincere tribute to the Council which, under the able
guidance of its President, Ambassador Lusaka, has, with great e f fo r t ,
protected the rights and interests of the international Territory and its
people. I wish to assure the Council that it can count on my continued
co-operation in carrying out the vital tasks entrusted to it by the General
Assembly.

* *** *
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GE^RAL ASSEMBLY PRESIDENT'S STATEMENT ON WEEK OF SOLIDARITY

WITH MM IB IA PEOPLE AND THEIR LIBERATION MOVEMENT, SWAPQ.

: • • • .(Following is the text of a statement by the President of the General
Assembly, fiudiger von VJechmar (Federal Republic of Germany) at the meeting of
the United Cations Council for iferaibia in connection with Namibia Solidarity
Week.

May I express my appreciation to you, Mr. President, and through you, to
all the members of the United Nations Council for Namibia, for your invitation
to the President of the General Assembly to participate in this inaugural
meeting of the Heel' of Solidarity with the People of Namibia, and their
liberation movement, South West Africa People's Organization (SWAPO).

meeting of solidarity is all the more important on this occasion, as
the delays in the final steps toward complete independence of Namibia have
added to the feelings of frustration and dismay a^ong the international
community and especially among the front-line States.

Ever since direct responsibility for the Territory was assumed by the
United Nations in 1966 and the General Assembly adopted resolution 2248 in
1%7 , establishing the United Nations Council for Namibia as the legal
Administering Authority for the international Territory of Namibia, the
General Assembly itself and the Security Council have devoted untiring efforts
to the achievement of independence for Namibia. The Council for Namibia, the
Secretary-General's special representative, the Commissioner for Namibia, and
the Secretary-General himself have never ceased to work toward the fulfilment
of the aspirations of the Namibian people.

Yet, despite the support of the international community for
self-determination by the ^amibian people, South Africa has maintained its
illegal occupation of the Territory.

I submit that these delaying tactics on the part of South Africa should
not be allowed to undermine Security Council resolution 435 of 1978, which had
foreseen the establishment of the United Nations Transition Assistance Group
OlNTAG) to supervise the final process of independence and elections in the
Territory.

(more)
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As. you all ,know, South Africa has also accepted the Plan contained in
Security Council resolution 435 and thereby entered into a commitment. I find

.Pretoria's continuing reluctance to meet its obligations incomprehensible and
dangerous. The South African Government should realize that there is a limit"
to our patience. Someone, who today still tries to object the implementation
of the Namibia Plan can at best delay the process leading to the independence
of Namibia, but he can not preven't it. ,

Every effort should be made to move expeditiously towards a solution of
the Ifemibian problem, to prevent any possible threat to international peace
and security posed b,y, the militarization of Namibia by South Africa and by the
possible utilization of that Territory, as an area from which to attack
neighbouring countries. t • •.

I, in particular, condemn ttie^latest acts of violence in southern Angola
which can only further impede a negotiated solution.

I sincerely hope that this meeting and the week of solidarity with the
people of Namibia will provide a renewed opportunity for the international
community to demonstrate its commitment to foster a complete independence for
Namibia and to further assist the Council for Namibia in the accomplishment of
its task entrusted to it by the General Assembly.

* ***.*
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SECRETARY-GENERAL'S STATEMENT OF SOLIDARITY WEEK WIT". MAM IB IAN PEOPLE

AND THEIR LIBERATION MOVEMENT, SWAPO

Following is the text of the statement made this morning by
Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim at a Solemn Meeting of the United Nations
Council for Namibia commemorating the Week of Solidarity with the'People of
Namibia and their Liberation Movement, the South West Africa People's
Organization (SWAPO):

T vish to thank you, Mr. President and the members of the United Nations
Council for Hamibi^, for 'inviting me to participate in this commemorative
meeting to inaugurate the WeeV of Solidarity with the People of Namibia and
their Liberation Movement, S^APO.

It is now 1A years since the General Assembly took the historic decision
to terminate South Africa rs mandate over Namibia and to place the Territory
and its people under the direct responsibility of the United Nations until )f)
independence. It is appropriate, on the anniversary of that decision, that
the international community should not only manifest its solidarity "ith the
people of Namibia, but also reaff irm its determination to ensure that they
obtain the opportunity freely to exercise their right to self-determination
and independence within a united Namibia.

The observance of the Week of Solidarity this year has a special
significance because it is taking place at a particularly critical stage in
our efforts to find a just and lasting solution to this problem in accordance
with our legal and moral responsibility.

I fu l ly shr.re the profound concern which has been expressed by this
Council and by the overwhelming majority of Member States, at the continued
delay in the implementation of Security Council resolution 435 (1978). Two
years ago, when the Council adopted this resolution by a unanimous vote, it
approved a Plan for bringing about the early independence of Namibia through
free and fair elections held under the supervision and control of the United
Nations. That Plan, vhicb was based on a proposal assented to by all the
parties concerned, was heralded as providing the framework for a peaceful
solution, which would not only enable the United Nations to discharge its
obligation towards Namibia, but , additionally, to put an end to the bloodshed
and suffering in Namibia and restore peace to the region.

For information media - not an official record
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;ption of resolution 435, the Plan approved by the Security
.he subject of intensive consultations with the parties
alarly as regards the detailed arrangements for the creation

:d zone and the emplacement of the United Nations Transition
(UNTAG). There is a great need to move forward without

nd I have made every effor t to impress that upon the
•uth Africa. It was also to this end that I recently sent a
officials to Pretoria. The team was to discuss with the
juth Africa the setting of a time-frame and other modalities

for the iiiip..-.. . atation of the United Nations Plan. After receiving the report
of this mission, I intend to inform all concerned of its results.

There can be no doubt that the situation in Namibia is today far more
critical than when the Security Council adopted resolution 435. The events of
the past week, which resulted in further destruction and loss of lives on
Angolan soil, clearly demonstrate the serious implications of this situation
for the peace and security of the region. The best way to end the violence is
to establish, as soon as possible, the cease-fire which is the first step in
the implementation of Security Council resolution 435. We must spare no
effort to bring about a just and peaceful settlement as rapidly as possible,
and we must resolutely oppose unilateral attempts at political action which is
not in conformity with the resolution of the Security Council.

As we meet here today to renew our commitment towards Namibia and its
people, it is fitting that we should acknowledge the important role played by
SWAPO. May I also pay a sincere tribute to the Council which, under the able
guidance of its President, Ambassador Lusaka, has, with great ef for t ,
protected the rights and interests of the international Territory and its
people. I wish to assure the Council that it can count on my continued
co-operation in carrying out the vital tasks entrusted to it by the General
Assembly.

* ***
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j
SECRETARY-GENERAL'S STATEHENT ON SOLIDARITY.WEEK WITH MAM IB LAW PEOPLE

AND THEIR LIBERATION MOVEMENT, SWAPO

Following is the text of the statement made this morning by
Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim at a Solemn Meeting of the United Nations.
Council for Namibia commemorating the Week of Solidarity with the People of
Namibia and their Liberation Movement, the South West Africa People's
Organization (SWAPO); ' : ;

. ' '' • .

T wish to thank you, Mr. President and the members of the United Nations
Council for Namibia, for inviting me to participate in this commemorative
meeting to inaugurate the Wee1' of Solidarity with the People of Namibia and
their Liberation Movement, S^APO.

It is now 14 years since the General Assembly took the historic decision
to terminate South Africa's mandate over Namibia and to place the Territory
and its people under the direct responsibility of the United Nations until
independence. It is appropriate, on the anniversary of that decision, that
the international community should not only manifest its solidarity "ith the
people of Namibia, but also reaffirm its determination to ensure that they
obtain the opportunity freely to exercise their right to self-determination
and independence within a united Namibia.

The observance of the Week of Solidarity this year has a special
significance because it is ta'iing place at n particularly critical stage in
our efforts to find a just and lasting solution to this problem in accordance
with our legal and moral responsibility.

I fully share the profound concern which has been expressed by this
Council and by the overwhelming majority of Member States, at the continued
delay in the implementation of Security Council resolution 435 (1978). Two
years ago, when the Council adopted this resolution by a unanimous vote, it
approved a Plan for bringing about the early independence of Namibia through
free and fair elections held under the supervision and control of the United
Nations. That Plan, which was based on a proposal assented to by all the
parties concerned, was heralded as providing the framework for a peaceful
solution, which would not only enable the United Rations to discharge its
obligation towards Namibia, but, additionally, to put an end to the bloodshed
and suffering in Namibia and restore peace to the region.

.roor.e
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Since the adoption of resolution 435, the Plan approved by the Security
Corncil has been the subject of intensive consultations with the parties
concerned, particularly as regards the detailed arrangements for the creation
of a demilitarized zone and the emplacement of the United Nations Transition
Assistance Group (UNTAG). There is a great need to move forward without
further delay, and I have made every effort to impress that upon the
Government of South Africa. It was also to this end that I recently sent a
team of senior officials to Pretoria. The team was to discuss with the
Government of South Africa the setting of a time-frame and other modalities
for the implementation of the United Nations Plan. After receiving the report
of this mission, I intend to inform all concerned of its results.

There can be no doubt that the situation in Namibia is today far more
critical than when the Security Council adopted resolution 435. The events of
the past vreek, which resulted in further destruction and loss of lives on
Angolan soil, clearly demonstrate the serious implications of this situation
for the peace and security of the region. The best way to end the violence is
to establish, as soon as possible, the cease-fire which is the first step in
the implementation of Security Council resolution 435. We must spare no
effor t to bring about a just and peaceful settlement as rapidly as possible,
and we must resolutely oppose unilateral attempts at political action which is
not in conformity with the resolution of the Security Council.

As we meet here today to renew our commitment towards Namibia and its
people, it is f i t t ing that we should acknowledge the important role played by
SWAPO. May I also pay a sincere tribute to the Council which, under the able
guidance of its President, Ambassador Lusaka, has, with great ef for t ,
protected the rights and interests of the international Territory and its
people. 1 wish to assure the Council that it can count on my continued
co-operation in carrying out the vital tasks entrusted to it by the General
Assembly.

* *** *
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15 October 1980

Sir,

I have the honour to transmit to you the text of the Declaration
approved at the International Conference in Solidarity with the Struggle^
of the People of Namibia held in Paris from 11 to 13 September 1980.

At its 337th meeting held on 6 October 1980, the United Nations
Council for Namibia decided to adopt the Declaration and give it the
widest possible circulation.

In conformity with this decision, the Steering Committee has
requested that the Declaration be issued as a document of the General
Assembly and the Security Council.

Accept, Sir, the assurances of my highest consideration.

Paul J - F Z
J2rt5ljicLe]

United Nations Co^rflcil for Namibia
ident

His Excellency
Mr. Kurt Waldheim
Secretary-General
United Nations
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Statement by the delegation of the International
Conference in Solidarity vith the Struggle of the

People of Namibia

The delegation of the International Conference, during its visit to

the United Nations Headquarters from 3 October, has had the opportunity to

hold extensive consultations vith the Secretary-General of the United Nations

and senior secretariat officials; the presiding officers of the General

Assembly, the Security Council and other United Nations bodies; the United

Nations Council for Namibia; the Permanent Representatives of the Western

Contact Group; and a large number of Foreign Ministers and heads of

delegations to the General Assembly, including in particular those of the

front-line States.

Soon after its arrival in New York, the delegation had the honour of

being received by the Head of State of Nigeria who commended the conclusions

of the International Conference and encouraged the delegation in its mission.

The International Conference had been convened in Paris last month

because of the critical situation created by South Africa's manoeuvres to

obstruct the implementation of the United Nations plan for the independence

of Namibia; its increasing repression in Namibia and manoeuvres to set up

puppet authorities and reinforce them with powers in order to prevent free

and fair elections; its increasing acts of aggression against Angola and

Zambia; and the reluctance of some Western countries to exert necessary

pressure and take effective action to ensure that the South African regime

co-operates in the implementation of the United Nations plan.

The Conference stressed that the international community cannot compromise

on the legal status of the Territory of Namibia in the light of the Advisory

Opinion of the International Court in 1973, nor on the territorial integrity

of Namibia. It also pointed out that CWAPO had earned the status of the

sole and authentic representative of the 'Tairdbian people "by struggle and

sacrifice, and by the blood of the Namibian patriots."

\



The Conference called for: (a) the enforcement of compliance by

South Africa vith the United Nations plan through comprehensive mandatory

sanctions, including an oil embargo; (b) strengthening of the authority

of the United Nations Council for Uamibia; and (c) mobilization of public

opinion, especially in Western countries, in support of the speedy

independence of Namibia.t

In the consultations at the United nations, the delegation found that

there was unanimous agreement, including the Western Five Contact Group, that

the South African regime alone bears total responsibility for the delay

in the implementation of the United Nations plan. There was also unanimous

condemnation of South Africa's manoeuvres to create puppet institutions and

thereby prevent free and fair elections. There was general agreement on

the need to implement the United Nations plan without delay, as the

consequences of failure would be extremely serious.

The Secretary-General acquainted the delegation of his decision, after

consultations with the parties concerned, to dispatch a mission to Namibia

to discuss the modalities of implementation of the United nations ulan.
.— * •—^——^——

The delegation appreciates that the mission of the Secretary-General

is generally seen as providing a last chance for South Africa to desist

from further diversionary manoeuvres and co-operate with the United nations.

Its purpose is to discuss the modalities so that UTTTAG can move into Namibia.

The Western Powers agreed that if the South African regime proved

intransigent, international pressure must be applied, though they are not

prepared at this stage to commit themselves on precise sanctions.

!lany governments have stressed that Namibia must attain independence

and take its place in the United Nations at the next session of the General

Assembly in September 1931. The delegation considers that this target

date is important. It is therefore essential that the implementation of the

United Nations plan should begin before the end of the current session of the

C-aneral Assembly.
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In the light of this target date and the consultations it has held,

the delegation considers that all governments and organizations committed

to the genuine liberation of Namibia must exercise utmost vigilance during

this period. They must make maximum efforts to mobilize world public opinion,

and take all appropriate diplomatic and public actions\ to ensure that

(a) an unconditional acceptance of the United Nations plan by South Africa

is secured during the forthcoming mission of the representatives of the

Secretary-General, and (b) in case of continued intransigence by South Africa,

the Security Council will promptly impose effective sanctions and that the

Western Povers will support and implement such sanctions.

The delegation has held full consultations with the President of the

United Nations Council for Namibia and the Chairman of the Special Committee

against Apartheid on follow-up action, under the auspices of the International

Conference and in co-operation with the United Nations bodies, towards that

end.

The delegation will report to participants in the International

Conference, as well as other governments and organizations, on the results of

its mission. It will hold consultations with the OAU and the movement of

non-aligned countries, and encourage urgent action by governments and

organizations in close co-operation with SWAPO.

The delegation intends to resume its mission to the United Nations after

the conclusion of the mission of the representatives of the Secretary-General

to South Africa.

H. E. Mr. Mohaned Sahnoun, ambassador of Algeria to France,

and Secretary-General of the International Conference

H. E. Mr. George Dove-Edwin, ambassador of Nigeria to France

and Vice-President of the International Conference

Hr. Abdul S. Minty, honorary secretary of the British Anti-

Apartheid Movement and Chief Rapporteur of the

International Conference

13 October 1980



Appeal for Urgent International Action

On the basis of extensive consultations at the United Nations, the

delegation of the International Conference urges all governments and non-

governmental organizations to exercise great vigilance during the coming veeks,

and to step up actions in solidarity with the Namibian people and their

liberation movement SWAPO:

The United Nations and its Secretary-General are making one more effort,

by sending a mission to South Africa later this month, to implement the

United Rations plan for the independence of Namibia, by negotiations with

' the South African regime. The South African regime, however, has as yet

shown no evidence of willingness to accept the genuine independence of

Namibia through free and fair elections under the supervision and control

of the United Nations. It continues the repression of the Namibian people,

the establishment of puppet authorities in the Territory, and the use of

Namibia as a base for aggression against the front-line States of Angola

and Zambia. It is building up an army for its puppets and proceeding to

organize the so-called second tier elections. It will seek to delay and

divert attention instead of agreeing on the modalities for the implementation

oJLthe United Nations plan.

The efforts of the United Nations Secretary-General, must therefore be

reinforced by a campaign, for the immediate implementation of the United

Nations plan, firm support for SWAPO and clear warnings to the South African

regime that no further prevarication will be tolerated by the international

community.

1. World public opinion must be mobilized in support of the United Nations

plan for the independence of Namibia which must be put into.operation

without any further delay,by effective international sanctions if

necessary so that Namibia will be independent in 1931.

2. We must urge all governments, organizations and individuals to take

concerted action now to ensure that the Western Five Contact Group

and all other governments make clear to the South African regime that

this is its last chance for a negotiated settlement on the basis of

the agreed United Nations plan.
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There must be action nov, particularly in the major western countries,

to prepare for mandatory economic sanctions against South Africa,

including an oil embargo, in case the Pretoria regime persists with

its delaying tactics and does not finalize agreement on the implementation

of the United Nations plan during the visit of the United Nations•.
mission later this month. Campaigns should be launched during the

Week of Solidarity•with the People of Namibia proclaimed by the United

Nations General Assembly, beginning 27 October 1980.
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Note pour le Dossier

Qbjet : Entretien du Secretaire general avec une delegation de

la Conference Internationale de soutien a la lutte du

peuple namibien

1. Le Secretaire general a rec.u le h octobre a son bureau, une delegation de

la Conference Internationale de soutien a la lutte du peuple namibien tenue

recemment a Paris, du 11 au 13 septerobre_1980. La delegation, conduite par

M. Moustapha Niasse, Ministre des affaires etrangeres du Senegal et President

de la Conference, coraprenait :
f

- M. Mohammed Sahnoun, Ambassadeur-d'Algerie en France et Secretaire

general de la Conference;

- M. George Dove-Edwin, Ambassadeur du Nigeria en France et Vice President

de la Conference;

- M. Massemba Sarre, Ambassadeur, Representant permanent du Senegal aupres

des Nations Unies;

- M. Abdul S. Minty, Secretaire honoraire du Mouvement britannique anti-apar-

theid et Rapporteur de la Conference.

•2. Le Secretaire general etait entoure de :

- M. Issoufou S. Djermakoye, Secretaire general adjoint pour les affaires

politiques, de la tutelle et de la decolonisation;

- M. Abdulrahim Farah, Secretaire general adjoint pour les questions

politiques speciales;

- M. Wilfrid de Souza, Assistant special du Secretaire general adjoint pour

les affaires politiques, de la tutelle et de la decolonisation.
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3. Apres avoir souhaite la bienvenue a la delegation, le Secretaire, general

a souligne qu'il avait suivi avec beaucoup d1attention le deroulement de la

Conference a Paris et qu'il etait heureux de pouvoir discuter des resultats

avec la delegation.

U. Prenant la parole a son tour, Monsieur Niasse a remercie le Secretaire

general d'avoir bien voulu consacrer une partie de son temps - qu'il sait

precieux - a recevoir la delegation. II a ensuite souligne ce qui, selon lui ,

a ete 1'une des preoccupations constantes"des orpanisateurs de la Conference,

a savoir veiller a ce que les discussions soient de haut niveau et que les

propositions soient toujours constructives et claires. L'un des objectifs

principaux de ces propositions, a poursuivi le Ministre, est de soutenir

1'action du Secretaire general des Nations Unies auquel la delegation renouvelle

toute sa confiance. M. Niasse s'est ensuite felicite de ce que le malentendu

cree autour de la question du message du Secretaire general a la Conference,

ait pu etre vite dissipe grace a la cooperation du Secretaire general.

5. M. Waldheim, en reponse, a dit combien il etait reconnaissant aux organi-

sateurs d1avoir pris 1'initiative d'attirer 1'attention de 1'opinion publique

mondiale sur cette question importante de la Namibie. S'il n'a pas delepue

M. Djermakoye a cette conference, c'est uniquement parce que celui-ci etait

retenu a New York par les consultations qui se deroulaient alors au sujet de

la reponse a faire a la derniere lettre de 1'Afrique du Sud. Le Secretaire

general a tenu a preciser egalement que le message envoye des le debut de la

Conference etait bien le sien et que c'est pour cette raison qu'il a repete

ce message, lorsqu'il fut porte a son attention qu'un regrettable malentendu

avait pu naitre a ce sujet.

6. Prenant ensuite la parole, M. Sahnoun a fait, en sa qualite de Secretaire

general de la Conference, un bref compte rendu de I1organisation et du deroule-

ment de cette Conference. A cet egard, il s'est felicite de ce que tous les

pays africains accredites a Paris y aient ete represented au niveau de leurs

ambassadeurs.
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II pense que I^e document final est de haut niveau et devrait pouvoir renforcer

1'action des Nas-tions Unies, objectif pour lequel la Conference a decide d'envoyer

cette delegation^ aiix Nations Unies. M. Shanoun a precise que la delegation

avait 1'intenticon, apres avoir pris les conseils du Secretaire general, de s'en-

tretenir avec les President de I'Assemblee penerale, le President du Conseil des

Nations Unies prrour la Namibie, le President du Comite special des 2U, le President

du Comite specisal centre 1'Apartheid, etc ...

7. Reprenant -la parole, le Secretaire general a fait le point de la situation

en ce qui concexme les discussions avec 1'Afrique du Sud. II a d'abord exprime

son scepticisrae -quant aux intentions de 1'Afrique du Sud. L'objectif, a-t-il

souligne, est de^ parvenir a des negociations directes entre la SWAPO et 1'Afrique

du Sud, avec cetrte condition, toutefois, cju'elles devraient se derouler sous le

parapluie des Nsrtions Unies. Cette approche a deja fait 1'objet de consultations

avec le President Nyerere et certains dirigeants des autres pays de la lipne

de front.

8. Le Secretaire general a egalement informe la delegation de son intention

d'envoyer prochainement en Afrique du Sud une mission dont le seul mandat sera

d'amener I'Afriq'd̂  du Sud a se prononcer clairement sur 1'ouverture de negociations

sur les modalites d'application du plan du Conseil de securite (resolution 1*35).

II ne s'agit done pas de negociations sur le plan lui-raeme, mais sur ses modalites

d'application a encore precise le Secretaire general.

Q. A propos de la prochaine mission en Afrique du Sud, Monsieur Sahnoun a pose

deux questions au Secretaire general, a savoir :

a) Si une declaration prealable du Conseil de securite avant le depart de

la mission ne serait pas de nature a renforcer les chances de succes de

cette mission;

b) Si la mission en Afrique du Sud aurait a rencontrer les representants des

autres partis politiques.
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10. S'agissant du premier point, le Secretaire general a fait savoir qu'une

declaration du Conseil de securite, dans le contexte actuel, pourrait donner

a 1'Afrique du Sud un pretexte pour differer la rencontre et recourir de

nouveau a des precedes dilatoires. Si, malgre toutes les precautions prises,

1'Afrique du Sud trouvait de nouveaux pretextes pour faire echec a la mission,

alors le Conseil de securite pourrait se reunir de nouveau sur la question.

11. Pour ce qui concerne la deuxieme question, la reponse du Secretaire

general est que la mission peut avoir,-par la force des choses, des contacts

avec des personnalites des autres formations politiques dans le cas, et seule-

ment dans le cas, ou ces personnalites feraient partie integrante de la dele-

gation sud-africaine. II ne sera done pas question de les contacter ou de les

recevoir en tant qu'entitesautonomes ou separees. Le Secretaire general a

precise qu'a cet egard, il est en parfait accord avec les Etats de premiere

ligne qu'il a eu a consulter sur la question.

12. Se referant aux lettres de 1'Afrique du Sud 1'accusant de favoriser

la SWAPO au detriment des autres partis, le Secretaire general a souligne

que, selon lui, les elections libres et democratiques preconisees par les

Nations Unies impliquent la participation de toutes les tendances politiques

du pays. Ceci aurait dfl suffire a rassurer les autorites sud-africaines.

13. Intervenant a son tour, M. Farah a fait remarquer que tout groupe,

en principe, a le droit en tant que tel d'envoyer des petitions au Secretaire

general des Nations Unies. Done, une fois reglee la question du cessez-le-feu

pour laquelle la SWAPO se trouve etre la seule formation politique concernee,

une fois que les Nations Unies auront pris pied sur le terrain, leur mission

pourra traiter avec toutes les parties concernees, etant entendu qu'en tout

etat de cause, elle ne devra avoir aucun contact avec les membres du

gouvernement interne en tant que tel.

l^. Le Secretaire general et M. Farah ont egalement insiste, pour terminer,

sur la necessite d'harmoniser les positions des divers organes politiques

traitant de la question namibienne et ont invite les membres de la delegation
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a travailler dans ce sens au cours des contacts qu'ils auront pendant leur

sejour a New York.

L'entretien qui avait commence a 11 h 10 a pris fin a 11 h 50.

New York, le 6 octobre 1980
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SECRETARY GENERAL'S STATEMENT AT ANTI APARTHEID COMMITTEE MEETING

ON SOLIDARITY DAY WITH SOUTH AFRICAN POLITICAL PRISONERS

(Following is the text of the statement made by Secretary-General Kurt VTaldheim
at today's meeting of the Special Committee Against Apartheid to observe the

Day of Solidarity with South African Political Prisoners ) ~

In commemorating this Day of Solidarity with South African political
Prisoners it is appropriate that the international community should pay
tribute to the valour and commitment of all those men and women who have
suffered persecution for their opposition to South Africa's racial policies,
and to express our great concern for those who continue to be held in custody.

• . • t

It is now seventeen years since the General Assembly first called on the
South African Government to grant unconditional release to political prisoners
and all persons interned, imprisoned or subjected to other restrictions for
having opposed its policies of apartheid.

i

Numerous appeals have been addressed to South Africa to abandon apartheid
and to adopt a policy towards the citizens of the country based on the
principles of the Charter and the provisions of the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights. I deeply deplore the fact that those appeals have not been
heeded and again call on the South Afriican Government to abandon a course of
action which can only lead to confrontation and conflict.

Over the years we have seen the tragic consequences of apartheid. The
various races have~5e~efrartiticiaily separated' through a network of
1 e gi s lation which has denied the vast majority ̂ JEheir jagg-} c h^-mp^ rigfa ts. It
"has uprooted large numbers from their homes and has compelled many others to-
ITve in so-called homelands against theirchoice. Moreover.through recourse
to unjus t sociajLZ_eccnomTc and~admi.nis trative practices, con tinuous"bTt terne s s
and strife have been created, causing in the process grave~damage to the ~
social a n d poli t icalfabric o f t h e c o u n t r y . " ~ ~ '

Throughout the years many leaders and eminent people South Africa of all
races have seen the danger which these racial policies have created for the
country's unity and welfare, and for the development of a harmonious society.
They have in various ways expressed their opposition to the current trend of

(more )
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events and have demanded peaceful change. Unfpr.ttihaterji.,̂ the message which
they have attempted to convey has not been accepted. Instead, they have been
taken into police custody, imprispned or placed under restrictive orders.

. • j

Our meeting today is to pay tribute to those prisoners, and to af f i rm
support for the cause which they are espousing, namely the abandonment of
apartheid and racial discrimination, and the creation in South Africa of
conditions under which all citizens, regardless of race, colour or creed, will
enjoy equal rights and fundamental freedoms.

There are few issues on which there has been greater unanimity in ,thje; .
United Nations than in the call on South Africa to abandon apartheid and to -
release its political prisoners... Earlier this year many prominent people and
organizations in South Africa .and throughout the world launched a campaign for
the release of Nelson Mandela and other political prisoners so that they may
participate fully in shaping the future of their country. These appeals have
received vride support and have been endorsed by Governments and public opinion
all over the world.

It is appropriate that the United Nations should again express its
solidarity with the political prisoners of South Africa and. repeat its appeal
to the South African Government to chart a new course for the nation. The
international community can .give immediate and tangible expression to this
solidarity through generous contributions to the funds and programmes of the
United Nations which provide legal aid for the prisoners and support,
including education, for their dependents.

I should like to thank those Member States which are already contributing
to such programmes'and-urge; others to join them in enabling the victims of
apartheid to receive this vital humanitarian assistance.

Mr. Chairman, before concluding, I would like to underline the
commendable role played by the Special Committee Against Apartheid, under your
able leadership, in keeping the cause of political prisoners in South Africa
before the attention of the international community.

On this Day of "Solidarity, let us reaff irm our. determination to do our
utmost to bring about the transformation of South African society so that all
its citizens may enjoy full political rights and racial equality.

* *** * .
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DAY OF SOLIDARITY WITH SOUTH AFRICAN POLITICAL PRISONERS

TO BE OBSERVED IN PARIS

The United Nations Information Centre in Paris, in co-operation with
three French non-governmental organizations - the Mouvement_Contre le Racisme
et pour I'Amitie entreles Feuples (MRAP), the Association franchise d'amitie
et de solidarite avec les peuples d'Afrique (APASPA} and~the Mouvement Anti-
Apartheid/CAQj will hold an evening of solidarity today, at the headquarters
of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO)
in Paris, in observance of the Day of Solidarity -with South African Political
Prisoners (ll October).

The meeting is organized in co-operation with UNESCO and the United Nations
Information Centre in Paris and the United Nations Centre against Apartheid.
Vercors, a prominent member of the French resistance, -will preside. Participants
include Chris MacGregor, South African jazz pianist; and the French actors
Marie-France Pisier and Jacques Perrin.

During the meeting, a special poster designed by the French artist
Ernest Pignon-Ernest, portraying Nelson Mandela, the leader of the African
National Congress of South Africa now serving a life sentence on Robben Island,
•will be presented to the United Nations for use in the international campaign
for the release of Nelson Mandela and other political prisoners in South Africa.
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Sir,

I have the honour to inform you that the United Nations

Council for Namibia will hold a special meeting on Monday,

27 October 1980, at 10.30 am., to commemorate the Week of

Solidarity with the People of Namibia and its liberation

movement, the South West Africa People's Organization (SWAPO).

The General Assembly, in its resolution 31/150 of 20 December

1976, decided to observe the week of 27 October as a Week of

Solidarity with the People of Namibia and its liberation movement

SWAPO, and requested the Council for Namibia to prepare a

commemorative programme for that purpose. The International

Conference in Support of the Peoples of Zimbabwe and Namibia,

held in Maputo from 16 to 21 March 1977* endorsed the decision

of the General Assembly.

The programme of the Week of Solidarity, beginning 27 October

1980, will include the holding of the special meeting, as well as

a photographic display, and the screening of films on Namibia.

I therefore take pleasure in extending to you this invitation

to attend and address the commemorative meeting of the Council

on 27 October 1980.

Accept, Sir, the assurances of my highest consideration.

..Paul
-—-""£1

United Nations Council for Namibia

His Excellency
Mr. Kurt Waldheim
Secretary-General
United Nations



MR, PRESIDENT OF THE GENIAL ASSEMBLY,
MR, SECRETARY-GENERAL,
MR, PRESIDENT OF THE .SECURITY'COUNCIL,
MR CHAIRMAN OF THE COMMITTEE AGAINST APARTHEID,
MR, CHAIRMAN OF THE COMMITTEE OF TWENTY-FOUR,
MR, CHAIRMAN OF THE COMMITTEE ON THE EXERCISE

OF THE INALIENABLE RIGHTS OF THE PALESTINIAN
PEOPLE,

EXCELLENCIES,
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN,

SINCE THE CREATION OF THE UNITED
NATIONS, THE COLONIALIST AND RACIST REGIME OF SOUTH
AFRICA HAS POSED ONE OF THE MOST SERIOUS CHALLENGES
TO THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATION,
ITS REFUSAL TO WITHDRAW ITS ILLEGAL ADMINISTRATION
FROM NAMIBIA IN CONFORMITY WITH THE DEMANDS OF UNITED
NATIONS RESOLUTIONS ON NAMIBIA, UNDERMINES THE CREDI-
BILITY OF THE UNITED NATIONS.AND HAS CAUSED IMMENSE
SUFFERING TO THE NAMIBIAN PEOPLE WHO HAVE BEEN SUBJECTED
TO ITS REPRESSIVE AND EXPLOITATIVE POLICIES, MORE
RECENTLY, UNDER THE PRETEXT OF ENGAGING IN INTER-
NATIONAL NEGOTIATIONS CONDUCIVE TO FREEDOM AND
INDEPENDENCE FOR THE NAMIBIAN PEOPLE, SOUTH AFRICA
HAS BEEN MANOEUVERING TO CONSOLIDATE THE POWER OF THE
TURNHALLE GROUP WHICH IS SUBSERVIENT TO THE INTERESTS
OF THE RACIST REGIME, THE FINAL RESULT OF SUCH
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WILL BE AN ATTEMPT TO PERPETUATE ITS CONTROL OF THE

PEOPLE AND RESOURCES OF THE TERRITORY,

THE UNITED NATIONS HAS A SOLEMN
COMMITMENT WITH THE NAMIBIAN PEOPLE TO PROMOTE BY ALL

POSSIBLE MEANS, GENUINE INDEPENDENCE FOR NAMIBIA,

IN ORDER TO ACHIEVE ITS GOAL,
THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY HAS CREATED THE UNITED NATIONS
COUNCIL FOR NAMIBIA AND HAS RECOGNISED THE SOUTH
WEST AFRICA PEOPLE'S ORGANISATION (SWAPO), AS THE
SOLE AND AUTHENTIC REPRESENTAITVE OF THE NAMIBIAN
PEOPLE, THE SECURITY COUNCIL HAS ADOPTED
RESOLUTIONS 385 (1976) AND 435 (1978), ACCORDING
TO WHICH THE SECRETARY-GENERAL RECEIVED A MANDATE
TO DISCUSS WITH SOUTH AFRICA, THE IMPLEMENTATION OF
UNITED NATIONS PLAN ON'NAMIBIA,

SINCE ITS ESTABLISHMENT IN
1967, THE COUNCIL FOR NAMIBIA HAS CONSISTENTLY

PROMOTED INTERNATIONAL MOBILISATION IN SUPPORT OF
SELF-DETERMINATION, FREEDOM AND INDEPENDENCE IN

... A UNITED , , , , , ,3
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A UNITED NAMIBIA, THESE EFFORTS HAVE BEEN COMPLEMENTED
BY VARIOUS PROGRAMMES OF ASSISTANCE TO NAMIBIANS OUTSIDE
NAMIBIA IN ORDER THAT THEY MAY EVENTUALLY HAVE A
PRODUCTIVE ROLE IN THE BUILDING OF AN INDEPENDENT AND
FREE NAMIBIA,

THE EFFORTS OF THE COUNCIL DURING

1980 HAVE BEEN PARTICULARLY INTENSE, MISSIONS OF
CONSULTATION HAVE VISITED APPROXIMATELY 20 COUNTRIES
IN ORDER TO REVIEW THE PROBLEMS CREATED BY THE ILLEGAL
OCCUPATION OF NAMIBIA BY SOUTH AFRICA AND TO CONSIDER
WAYS AND MEANS TO PRESS FOR SOUTH .AFRICA'S WITHDRAWAL,
SUBSEQUENTLY, THE COUNCIL HELD EXTRAORDINARY PLENARY
MEETINGS IN ALGIERS AND CONDUCTED A REVIEW OF DEVELOP-
MENTS RELATED TO NAMIBIA AND ISSUED A DECLARATION AND
PROGRAMME OF ACTION' DEFINING POLICIES FOR ACTION IN
SUPPORT OF THE STRUGGLE OF THE NAMIBIAN PEOPLE UNDER
THE LEADERSHIP OF SWAPO,

IN ITS DECLARATION, THE COUNCIL
VEHEMENTLY CONDEMNED THE COLONIALIST AND RACIST REGIME
OF SOUTH AFRICA FOR ITS SYSTEMATIC ATTEMPTS TO PERPETUATE
ITS ILLEGAL OCCUPATION OF THE TERRITORY OF NAMIBIA AND TO

, ,, , UNDERMINE , ,



UNDERMINE AND ELIMINATE SWAPO, THE COUNCIL ALSO

STRONGLY CONDEMNED SOUTH AFRICA'S ATTEMPTS AT UNDER-

MINING THE UNITY AND THE NATIONAL AND TERRITORIAL

INTEGRITY OF NAMIBIA, IN THIS REGARD, IT

VIGOROUSLY CONDEMNED SOUTH AFRICA'S SANTUSTANISATION
POLICIES, ITS POLICIES AND PRACTICES OF APARTHEID,
AND ITS UNILATERAL AND ILLEGAL ACTS SUCH AS THE
EXTENSION OF THE TERRITORIAL SEA AND PROCLAMATION
OF AN ECONOMIC ZONE OFF THE COAST OF NAMIBIA, THE
COUNCIL DECLARED THAT NAMIBIA MUST ACCEED TO
INDEPENDENCE WITH ITS TERRITORIAL INTEGRITY INTACT
INCLUDING WALVIS BAY,

HAVING ASSESSED THE CURRENT SITUATION IN
NAMIBIA, THE COUNCIL CONSIDERED THAT IN VIEW OF
SOUTH AFRICA'S CONTINUED OCCUPATION OF NAMIBIA,
ITS INTRANSIGENCE, ALONG WITH ITS REPEATED ACTS
OF ARMED AGGRESSION AGAINST THE PEOPLE OF NAMIBIA
AND INDEPENDENT AFRICAN STATES, THE SITUATION IN
NAMIBIA CONSITUTED A THREAT TO INTERNATIONAL PEACE

AND SECURITY,

SUBSEQUENTLY, THE COUNCIL HELD HEARINGS ON
NAMIBIAN URANIUM AS A RESULT OF WHICH SUBSTANTIAL

,,, INFORMATION 5
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INFORMATION REGARDING MANY ISSUED RELATED TO THE
VIOLATION OF DECREE No, 1 ON THE PROTECTION OF THE
NATURAL RESOURCES OF NAMIBIA HAVE BECOME PUBLIC
KNOWLEDGE,

EFFORTS OF THE UNITED NATIONS
COUNCIL FOR NAMIBIA TO PROTECT THE NATURAL RESOURCES
OF NAMIBIA LED TO THE ADOPTION OF DECREE No, I IN
SEPTEMBER 1974, THIS DECREE is CONSISTENT WITH
SECURITY COUNCIL RESOLUTION 283 (1970) BY WHICH THE
SECURITY COUNCIL CALLED UPON ALL STATES TO ENSURE
THAT COMPANIES AND OTHER COMMERICAL AND INDUSTRIAL
ENTERPRISED OWNED BY OR UNDER DIRECT CONTROL OF THE
STATE CEASE ALL DEALINGS WITH RESPECT TO COMMERCE
OR INDUSTRIAL ENTERPRISES ON CONCESSIONS IN NAMIBIA,
THE RESOLUTION ALSO CALLED UPON ALL STATES TO WITH-
HOLD FROM THEIR NATIONALS OR COMPANIES OF THEIR
NATIONALITY NOT UNDER DIRECT" GOVERNMENT CONTROL,
GOVERNMENT'LOANS, CREDIT GUARANTEES AND OTHER FORMS
OF FINANCIAL SUPPORT THAT COULD BE USED TO FACILITATE
TRADE OR COMMERCE WITH NAMIBIA, THIS EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT RESOLUTION,WHICH IS IN ACCORDANCE WITH
ARTICLE 25 OF THE CHARTER, is BINDING UPON MEMBER

,,, .STATES,,,,,,,6
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STATES OF THE UNITED NATIONS SINCE IT DEALS EXTENSIVELY
WITH RECOMMENDATIONS TO MEMBER STATES TO DISCOURAGE
THEIR NATIONALS FROM INITIATING OR EXPANDING ECONOMIC
ACTIVITIES IN NAMIBIA.

THE URANIUM HEARINGS HELD BY THE COUNCIL HAVE

REVEALED THAT SECURITY COUNCIL RESOLUTION 283 OF 1970,

AND DECREE No, 1 OF 1974, HAVE BEEN IN FACT IGNORED,
PARTICULARLY BY CERTAIN WESTERN COUNTRIES AND THEIR

NATIONALS.

THE DISREGARD FOR THE DECISIONS AND RESOLUTIONS
OF THE UNITED NATIONS ON THE QUESTION OF NAMIBIA
HAS SERIOUSLY WEAKENED THE CAPACITY OF THE UNITED
NATIONS TO MEET ITS SOLEMN COMMITMENT TO THE NAMIBIAN
PEOPLE.

THE COUNCIL WILL CONTINUE BY ALL MEANS AT ITS
DISPOSAL TO PRESS FOR THE WITHDRAWAL OF THE ILLEGAL
OCCUPATION REGIME AND TO SUPPORT THE NAMIBIAN PEOPLE

AND THEIR LIBERATION STRUGGLE UNDER THEIR SOLE AND

AUTHENTIC REPRESENTATIVE, THE SOUTH WEST AFRICA

,., PEOPLE'S ,,.7
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PEOPLE'S ORGANISATION, IN NAMIBIA, THE LIBERATION
STRUGGLE CONTINUES WITH INCREASING EFFECTIVENESS, THE ••- -*
PEOPLE'S LIBERATION ARMY OF NAMIBIA, THE MILITARY
ARM OF SWAPO, CONTINUES TO INFLICT MANY CASUALTIES f

ON THE REPRESSIVE TROOPS OF THE ILLEGAL SOUTH AFRICAN . "-'

OCCUPATION REGIME IN NAMIBIA, NAMIBIAN PATRIOTS j..
CONTINUE TO DEFY THE ILLEGAL ADMINISTRATION IN SPITE ^

OF THE BRUTAL REPRESSION OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN POLICE,

AT THE SAME TIME, INTERNATIONAL SUPPORT FOR

SWAPO CONTINUES TO GROW, AT THE RECENT CONFERENCE

IN SOLIDARITY WITH THE STRUGGLE OF THE NAMIBIAN

PEOPLE, HELD IN PARIS FROM 11 TO 13 SEPTEMBER,

1980, OVER 300 PARTICIPANTS APPROVED A DECLARATION

AND THE REPORTS OF THE POLITICAL AND ACTION COMMI-

SSIONS REVEALING THE HIGH LEVEL OF COMMITMENT OF

MANY WESTERN EUROPEAN WORKERS, STUDENTS, INTE-

LLECTUALS AND SOLIDARITY GROUPS TO THE CAUSE OF

NAMIBIAN INDEPENDENCE AND THE LIBERATION STRUGGLE
OF THE NAMIBIAN PEOPLE UNDER SWAPO,

IN HIS STATEMENT AT THE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE,

THE PRESIDENT OF SWAPO, MR SAM NUJOMA, DECLARED THAT

"IN A ,,,,,8 ^
"*;/'*
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"l.N A DESPERATE AND VAIN ATTEMPT TO PERPETUATE ITS

FOREIGN DOMINATION, COLONIALIST OCCUPATION AND

EXPLOITATION, RACIST SOUTH AFRICA AND THE MONOPOLY
TRANSNATIONAL CORPORATIONS HAVE BEEN USING SINISTER
SCHEMES AND FRAUDULENT CONSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS
IN NAMIBIA, IN FAVOUR OF HAND-PICKED PUPPET ELEMENTS
WHO WILL ACT AS WILLING SURROGATES OF THEIR INTERESTS,"
To THIS END, HE CONTINUED, "THE ENEMY HAS BEEN
BOLSTERING ITS MILITARY ARSENALS; EXPANDING AND
INCREASING ITS MILITARY BASES AND INSTALLATIONS
THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY; RECRUITING AND nFH.nYINP
MERCERNARIES FROM WESTERN EUROPE, SOME OP THSM S~UGTi
AS THE NOTORIOUS $ELOUS SCOUTS FLEEING FROM ZIMBABWE;
AND FORCING ALL ABLE-BODIED NAMIBIANS THROUGH
CONSCRIPTION TO JOIN THE SO-CALLED SOUTH WEST
AFRICA-NAMIBIA ARMY AND SECURITY FORCES,"

IN. ITS CONTINUED DEFIANCE OF THE UNITED NATIONS,

THE COLONIALIST AND RACIST PRETORIA REGIME HAS SHOWN

TOTAL CONTEMPT FOR THE EFFORTS OF THE INTERNATIONAL

COMMUNITY TO OBTAIN A NEGOTIATED SETTLEMENT OF THE

QUESTION OF NAMIBIA, AT THE VERY MOMENT IN WHICH A
MISSION OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL IS DISCUSSING WITH
PRETORIA THE IMPLEMENTATION OF RESOLUTION 435 (1978),

SOUTH , 9
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SOUTH AFRICAN TROOPS HAVE VIOLATED THE SOVEREIGNTY
OF AN INDEPENDENT AFRICAN STATE TO CARRY OUT A
MURDEROUS ATTACK AGAINST fJAMIB I AN REFUGEES IN ANGOLA,

THESE BARBAROUS ACTS OF THE PRETORIA REGIME MUST BE
ABSOLUTELY CONDEMNED BY THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY,

WHATEVER DESPERATE ACTS THE COLONIALIST AND
RACIST PRETORIA REGIME MAY UNLEASH TO ATTEMPT THE
PERPETUATION OF ITS EXPLOITATION AND CONTROL OF
THE PEOPLE AND RESOURCES OF NAMIBIA, THE INTER-
NATIONAL COMMUNITY WILL CONDEMN AND, WITH
INCREASING EFFECTIVENESS, PRESS FOR THEIR
DEFEAT BY ALL THOSE FORCES- WHICH OPPOSE THE
i

INHUMAN AND DESTRUCTIVE POLICIES OF A REGIME
.'IV- •

UNIVERSALLY RECOGNISED AS THE SCOURGE OF MANKIND,

THE COUNCIL FOR NAMIBIA, AS THE LEGAL
ADMINISTERING AUTHORITY FOR NAMIBIA UNTIL.
INDEPENDENCE, IS FULLY COMMITTED TO ENSURE THE
ULTIMATE WITHDRAWAL OF THE ILLEGAL SOUTH AFRJCAN
OCCUPATION FROM NAMISI'. AND TO THE GENUINE ASPIRATIONS
OF THE NAMIBIAN PEOPLE FOR SELF-DETERMINATION, FREEDOM
AND NATIONAL INDEPENDENCE IN A UNITED NAMIBIA,
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TEXT OF STATEMENT BY GENERAL ASSEMBLY PRESIDENT ON DAY OF SOLIDARITY

WITH SOUTH AFRICAN POLITICAL PRISONERS, 10 OCTOBER

Following is the text of a statement to be made by the President of the
General Assembly, Rudiger von Wechmar (Federal Republic of Germany), at the
meeting tomorrow of the Special Committee against Apartheid to observe the Day
'of Solidarity with South African Political Prisoners, 10 October 1930:

In my first statement as President of the General Assembly, a few days
ago, I expressed the belief that this thirty-fifth session of the General
Assembly would register further substantial steps towards the abolition of all
forms of racial discrimination, including, in particular, the apartheid system
practised in South Africa.

It is in the spirit of the Charter, and based on my own firm conviction
that every human being has the right to enjoy the basic freedoms of religious
worship, political beliefs and the ability to express those beliefs publicly,
that I am grateful to you for inviting me to participate in this meeting of
solidarity with the political prisoners in South Africa. I vish to add my
voice, as President of the General Assembly, to those of hundreds of
governmental and non-governmental leaders, throughout the world, who are
calling today for the release of those political prisoners.

I find it unconscionable that the South African regime should continue to
refuse the most elementary political and human rights to all the people of
South Africa, when there can obviously be.no peaceful evolution towards full
democracy and peaceful coexistence in that country until all the accepted
leaders of the African people are allowed to play a full political role.

It is regrettable th=i t the South African Government has ignored all
appeals from Governments and from world public opinion. Indeed, it has
enacted new and arbitrary repressive legislation such as the Terrorism Act and
the Internal Security Act, banned umiieious orgauizations, and imposed new
restrictions on the press. Millions of people have suffered untold hardships
as s result of forcible removals, arbitrary detentions and trials and
deprivation of equal opportunities. But the efforts to perpetuate and

(more )
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